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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, June 10, 1970

All Time High Summer Enrollment
Expected At MSU Summer Term

Ronnie Jackson
Attends Meeting
in Frankfort

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 137

Administration To
Roll Out Welfare
Reform Plan Today

Enrollment for the eight-week
summer term at Murray State
University is expected to be
near the all-time high mark of
Ronnie Jackson, president of
last year when students register
the Calloway County Young
Monday, June 15.
Democrats, was among repreWilson Gantt, dean of admissentatives of Young Democratic
sions and registrar, said his
Clubs from all over Kentucky
estimate is based on the numwho attended an environmental
ber of inquiries, applicatio
workshop in Frankfort on JellIt
WASHINGTON MD — The to the Health, Education and \
by new students.and actual n
Nixon..administration roils out Welfare Department (HEW)
"Net is long ago, if a kid was tificaticuis by students they wid
its new welfare reform today, with instanctions to retool the
Principal speakers for t he
In the principal's office, it attend.
SAFETY ANALYSIS — Murray Mayer Holmes Ellis Is
hoping to sell it to conservatives "family assistance plan." He
enrollment
summer's
Last
workshop
were
Harry
presented
Caudill,
Julia Ann Fitts
meant that the kid was in trouwith a "Safety Analysis" of the city by Tommy Griffin
Congress and to governors was told to remove the bugs
in
established
record
with
a
new
Dr.
Wayne
Davis,
and
State
of the
ble. Now it means that the prinwho
saw the old model as a senators said would give people
Office
of
students
Highway
classes.
3,200
taking
Safety
Senator
Programs,
Romano Masao&
Frankfort and Howard
cipal is in trouble" . . . Rep.
Treasury
tu.t.ng vehicle head- no incentive to take jobs.
King
of
students
additional
An
243
atthe ational Safety Committee. Police Chief James Brown
William J. Scherle, Iowa.
attorCaudill,
Whitesburg
a
toward
ed
the welfare state.
Senators grumbled that the
tended the three-week intersess(second front left) was also present for the presentation.
ney, author, and conservationadministration
proposal, the
Crime In Washington, D. C. has ion which follows the summer
A ooneervative rebellion in keystone
Staff Photo by Michael A. Bolton
ist, challenged the Young Deto its domestic prodropped for the fifth straight term.
the Senate Finance Committee gram
the
present
in
join
mocrats
to
and an innovation which
Classes for the summer sessmonth. Reasons given are: addfive weeks ago sent outgoing had won pease from
fight to save the natural remany
ition of 1000 policemen result- ion this year begin Tuesday.
Secretary
Robert
IL Finch hack liberals, would drive the fedbeauty of Kentucky.
Miss Julia Ann (Judy) Fitts sources and
ing in 'increased patrols, poasi- June 16, and continue through
Quoting Thomas Jefferson, Caueral and abate governments
billty of increased criminal August 7. A large selection of of Route One, Puryear, has dill said that the only people
bankrupt
penalties has acted as a deter both graduate and undergrad- been awarded the Bachelor of who have a future are those who
United Prop leter.atlosal
But the chief objection, rensScience in Pharmacy at cots
rent, and more vigorous prose- uate courses is available.
Gantt said the alphabetical or- mencement exercises of the prepare.for it. Criticizing harsh
ed by Sen. John Williams of
cution of criminals (20 prosely
industries
strip
mining
the
West Kentucky: Generally
Delaware, ranking Republican
cutors have been added to the der of registration for summer University of Tennessee Medical of both western and eastern
Howard King, of the Nation- fair and warm today through
school will be M-Z follbwed by Units in Memphis, Sunday, Juue
of the Senate committee, was
District).
Kentucky, Caudill asked if the al Safety Coimeil and Tommy Thursday. Highs today, and
A-L for graduates and all 7.
that under certain circumstanpresent generation of Kentnck- Griffin, from the office of the Thursday mostly in upper ak
Mrs. Allie B. Boggess of 415 ces welfare recipients w o
"The challenge faced by the nu. classes. He listed the following
Miss Fitts is the daughter of Jams were going to face up to Kentucky Highway
Pro- and low 90s. LOW:.; tonight mid South
10th Street, Murree, pass- improve their lot by quitting
clear community is to convince registration hours:
Graduates — 8:30 a.m. to 4 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fitts of the most important issue facing grams were in Murray today to 80s to low 705.
work or by takting a drop in
ed
away
the public that atomic energy
Tuesday at 908•
Route One, Puryear.
them today. He said that it was present to Mawr HoiMai Ellis
ings.
at the Westview Nursing Home
won't blast them to eternity or p.m.
She
attended
the
University
generation
present
the
of
to
up
Chief
and
Police
of
James
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Seniors — 8:30 to 10:10 a.m.
light them up like electric milt
She was 56 years of age and The original bill worked me
Tennessee
of
Martin,
at
Kentuckians
determine
Tento
if the Brown an analysis of traffic
Extended weather outlook for her death followed
because many govern
Juniors — 10:10 a.m. to 12:35
but to the contrary, that it offan extend-I that way
nessee for her pre-pharmacy land of Kentucky was going to safety in Murray.
Kentucky Friday through Sun- ed illness.
meat programs designed to heln
ers almost unlimited good for p.m.
She
was
the
wife
of
school
training and while there live for future generations or
In this analysis, safety stand- day:
Sophomores — 12:35 to 2:10
mankind not just for generatEdgar Boggess who died De the poor give the most aid to
she was a member of the New- if it was going to be allowed to ards in Murnsy were compared
three with the least income.
Partly cloudy and warm Fri- cember 27, 1961.
ing power, but also in other p.m.
She was born Th
include medicated, public
man Club and received a scho- die.
with the sixteen point National day. Mostly cloudy and warm
Freshmen — 2:10 to 4 p.m.
fields such as medicine, indusOctober
4,
1913
and
her
par- housing
Saturday and Sunday. Showers ents
Caudill urged the Young De Safety Council standards.
and the food stamp proHe pointed out that students larship from Spinks Clay Coin
try and agriculture. In recent
were
the late Dave Hernpany.
Both a short range and a long and thundershowers likely Satmocrats to join together to supyears — even months, — an- may register as late as Thursdon and Emma Vaughn Kern gram.
range
program
goals
of
was
As a consequence, charts pre
urday increasing Sunday. HighMiss Fitts plans to intern in port a three point program on
other significant challepge has day, June 18, provided they atsuggested.-by the two safety est in the upper 80s and low don.
pared by HEW at Williams' inbeen added. We also must show tend classes on that date. He hospital pharmacy for six a state and national level; Pro- men, to improve traffic
The
deceased
was
a
membe
safety 90s. Lowest in the upper 80s
sistence showed that under famthe public that the atom is an also noted that a participant in months each at Vanderbilt Hos- hibit strip mining where restor- in Murray and to get into
of the Seventh and Popl
line and low 70s.
ily assistance a welfare mother
over-all plus to the cause of en- a workshop scheduled during pital and Veterans Administra- ation can not occur; permit strip with the 16 point program.
Church of Christ.
of three in Wilmington, Del.,
vironmental protection, and not the summer may register June tion Hospital in Nashville be- mining where reclamation is
Mrs.
Boggess
survived
is
by for example, would have a total
The programs and the find- KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
feasible on condition that the
a polluter" . . . . Rep. Craig 15 or on the first day of the ginning July 1.
Kentucky Lake elevations as two daughters- Miss Allie Faye income of ;4,187 if she earned
ings will be turned over to
workshop.
At UT Medical Units she was work be done immediately and
Roamer of California.
measured by Tennessee Valley Boggess, 415 South 10th Street, $1,000. Her total inanoe would
Students may take up to 10 a member of Rho Chi, honorary completely; impose a sever- Councilman Max Weever, Chairof the City Co+Incil Traf- Authority at 7 a.m. this morn- Murray, and Mrs. Ruth Moffitt fall to $4,035—a net loss of
ance
tax
extraction
on
of
minsemester
hours
pharmaceuti
course
of
durfraternity
cal
and
Geed luck to J. 0. Parker who
ing with predictions to midnight of Garden City, Mich.; five $182 a year—ii her earnings
fic Safety Committee.
ing the summer term. Most was also secretary-treasurer of erals and put the proceeds is a
underwent surgery recently.
sons, Bonell Taylor of Symsonia, rase to $3,920.
Mayor Ellis spoke of form- tonight.
classes meet one hour a day, Caduceus Chorus, treasurer if trust fund to finance ream*
ing a layman group to study
Scott Fitzhugh 358.8, steady. Edgar Donald Boggess of Mur- The reason was that she woticrn
devistated
already
of
five
Lambda
and
Kappa Sigma, women's
days a week, with some
The mother of Sergeant Estes,
traffic safety in conjunction
Eggners Ferry 358.7, steady. freesboro, Tenn., Jerry Mac uld have lost more in govern.
Inisbesitetre-lommer -Stressia variation in courses including pharmaceutical fraternity, a plundered land.
thekTraffic
ysiMe
Kentucky
Safety
CommitHW 358.8, needy. Boggess of Kirksey, Joe Edd ment benefits than she would
Wayne
Dr.
Davis,
laboratory
or field trip require- member of the Student Ameri• V.
Brandon of Murray, passed ato improve Murray's trot- Xentucky TW 306.8, fluctuate. Boggeas of Stella, and Glindel ve gained in increased
tee
Kentucky
of
sity
professor, who
earncan Pharmaceutical Association
way Monday night. He is over- ments.
Vc problems.
Sunset today, 8:04, sunrise Mason Boggess of Murray; one ings.
recently appeared on First TuesA total of 17 graduate workseas at this time.
The city has applied for a Thursday, 5:37.
sister,
Mrs.
Mettle
Foutch
of
Critics called this a "distilday on CBS, spoke to the group
shops offering three semester
Federal grant totaling $2800
Murray; twelve grandchildren.
ve to work" and instructconcerning the importance and
After se long a time we got a hours of credit are scheduled
to work toward the improvement
The
funeral
will
be
held
the administration to purge
urgency of the environmental of
email saw and cut down the during the regular summer sesstraffic safety with the city
Thursday
at
2:30
p.m.
at
the
t aspect from the bill.
problem. Dr. Davis was sharply
stalks from last year on the ion — nine in agriculture, three
furnishing half of this amount
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
citical of the record of the 1970
Hibiscus and the Ponciana Tree. in elementary education, two in
This is a continuing program.
Funeral
Home with Bro.„Robert
state legislature concerning its
Both die down to the ground home economics, and one each
Mayor Ellis said it is importUsrey and Bro. Harold Smother.
each fall and should be dispens- in business, communications, Richard Mallard, son of Mr. action on strip mining legisla- ant to note that the city
man officiating.
of
and Mrs. Harry Mallard of Van tion. He implied that the legised with then, but human nature and education.
Murray needs a larger group
Burial will be in the South
The Wranglers Riding Club
Vleck, Texas, has been promot- lators had been controlled by
being what it is, we waited unof more involved and interested will
ride Friday, June 12, at Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
ed to the rank of Major, the mining interests. He was chaltil they began to interfere with
citizens to create "safer Mur- seven p. in.
Due to the rein lest the arrangements by the J. If
Department of Army recently lenged by Sen. Macron w ho
the new growth before we cut
ray".
week, the special nail driving Churchill Funeral Home where
charged
him
announced.
with
being
too
genthem down.
The city police recently up- event was not held
and has friends may call.
eral in his statements.
.
graded its radio and communi- been rescheduled
for
this
week.
Maj.
Manoli,
Mallard
Democrat,
is
Louisville,
serving
as
an
Four Murray residents have
I swim. I swam. I have swum.
cations equipment through the
Two place trophies will be
Instructor at Murray State Uni- is the Democratic party's conbeen commissioned as Second
use of grants.
(Continued on Paso Slitteeni
given and there is no entry fee.
versity in Murray.
gressional nominee in the Third
Lieutenants in the United States
Sam Workman of Mayfield will
Prior to his assignment at District. He advised the Young
Army. They are Max B. Russell,
be
the
judge
for
the
pleasure
MSU,
Maj. Mallard was assign- Democrats on how to be more
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
The Marne/ Police Departclasses. Five place ribbons are
Russell, of Route 5, Murray; ment investigated a two oar ed as an artillery battery com- effective and suggested that
given
in
all
pony
dames
and
A "tasting dessert" will be Lance E. Booth, son of Col. Li—
collision Wednesday at 6:58 a. mander in Vietnam. On a pre- they make maximum use of the
places
two
in the events for held at the meeting of
the Wel- lt Booth of Route 5, Murniet'
m. on South 15th Street to front vious assignment to Vietnam jus practical knowledge and tactics
-ho
come Wagon Newcomers Club Everett 0. Jones, son of Mr.
of the Westview Nursing Home. was an advisor to a South Viet- of older politicians in achieving
The
public
is
invited
to
attheir
namese
idealistic
Infantry
goals.
to
be held Thursday, Juhe 11, and Mrs. Everett Darwin Jones,
Battalion.
& L. Cooper, past preeicieet
tend the riding session each at 7:30 p.m.
Cars involved were a 1970
at the Community of 306 N. 5th Street; and Max'.
of the Murray Lions Club and
Thomas
Wells
T.
Murray
of
Friday
*night.
Food
will
be
Center on Ellis Drive.
cm R. Hayes, son of Dr. and
administrator of the Calloway Cadillac tour door owned by
received
available
Doctor
the
of
in
Medicine
the
concession
Members are asked to bring a Mrs. James T. Hayes of 1605
County /Meath Depastment, was Senders & Purdom hktor Sales
commencem
degree
at
stand.
ent
exernon-newcomer as a guest and a Belmonte.
the featured speaker at the and driven by Anice Cook Sandcises of the University of TenThese men were commissiondessert. A musical program will
Tuesday night meeting of the ers of Murray, and a 1985 Ford
nessee
Medical
Units
in
Memfour door driven by Modena L
be presented for entertainment. ed after graduating from MurMurray Lions.
Sunday,
last
phis
June 7.
DANCE FRIDAY
Hostesses
are
Cooper talked to bie club on Latimer of Route One, Puryear,
Mesdames ray State University. Receiving
Wells is the son of the late
James
Merino,
By DAVID A. LAHUa
chairman,'
John the Second Lieutenant's gold
the subject -Communications— Tenn.
vice, originally set far May 10, Mr. Trent Wells of 200 South
A dance has been scheduled Lyon, Wade Mahfoud,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) —
and How- bars climaxed four years of
Peopie to People." In conunue
for Friday night at the Dungeon ard Runyon.
would not be conducted but Ninth Street, Murray.
Mrs. Joe Prince is ROTC training, including a six
Police said the Latimer car August 8 was the date set Tues- otherwise,
kabala an idea we shouki have
He attended Murray State on North Fourth Street.
the ceremony s,,uld
Ezra program chairman.
week summer camp at Indianin mind preciseiy whet we will was going south on South 16th day by the Executive Commit- follow the
University
for
pre-professhis
Brooks
band will be featured.
format outlined for
town Gap Military Reservation,
to commoeireta, and than pre- Street and was making a left tee of the Board of Trustees at the original
onal
training
.and
received
the
ceremony.
Russell, who majored in Ent
sent it in an interesting, clear turn into the Nursing Home. the University of Kentucky for
That ceremony was cancelled B.S. degree from MSU in 1967.
lish and French at MSU, was a
the 1970 commencement which
maxi convincing manner, Cooper
Wells
will
intern
one
for
year
following three days of student
FREE KITTENS
member of Pi Kappa Alpha socShe told police she failed to was cancelled for its May date
told the Lions.
demonstrations at the UK calla. at Wilford Hall Air Force Hosial fraternity and Omicron DelLions Z. C. Emit and George see the Cadillac gong north because of student demonstra- pus which
pital in San Antonio, Texas, beresulted
burnthe
in
Two kittens are free to per
Ligon reported on the State on 16th Street, and Sanders said tions.
The Murray Fire Departmen ta Kappa honor society. He was
ing of the Air Force ROTC ginning in July.
eons for pets. For further in
Then declaring that "the pubConvention which they attend- the car turned into the side of
answered
He
married
is
a call this morning a honored in Who's Who in Amer
the
to
former
building
and
the calling out of
formation call 753-6624.
ed ha Louisville June 5-7. Ira has car before he could stop, lic will not put up with this the
7:45
Patricia
to
Groht
104
of
Baton
North First Street, ican Colleges and Universities
Rouge,
Kentucky National Guard
Johniton of Madisonville was according to the police report. lawlessness," executive commit- by
but
Louisiana.
the
call
was a false alarm. Booth was a member of the
Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
tee chairman Albert G. Clay, of
installed as District Governor
Last
night
at 10:21 p.m. the Scabbard and Blade military
Dean of Students -Jack 11:
TWO CITED
honorary society, the Range
of 43-K. President Enix remind- Sanders was reported to have Mt. Sterling, appointed a spe- Tuesday
firemen
answered
another false
reported the sub
Company,
and Rho Beta Bet
cial committee to review the
ed the club of the international been injured on the left arm.
alarm
to
the
Lodge Hall at 404
Two persons were cited by Main Street.
fraternity. He attended Murray
code of student conduct and all quent action taken by the courts
Conniption July 1-4 in Atlantic
and
the
result
university
1
as a
the Murray Police Department
Damage to the Cadillac was regulations of the school.
City which inooming president
The firemen were called to on an ROTC Scholarship and
yesterday and last night. They 1013 Sharpe
Clay said the committee, to those demonstrations.
Lester Nanny and delegates on the left side and to the Ford
Street yesterday at majored in speech and history.
Hall said during the
were one for driving while in- 4:50 p.m. This was
Designated a Distinguished Mil
be chaired by Tommy Bell, of
Henry Fulton and George Ligon on the left front.
a lawn mowtoxicated and having a revoked er fire.
itary Graduate, Booth has this
Lexington, was appointed to stu- day period of May, 5 throu
plan to attend.
license, and one for public
dy present regulations because May 7, 45 persons were ere
Tommy ilhirtery introduced
Tuesday at 3:45 p.m. a call option of choosing a regular
the student code was too vague ed and charged with 46 violetdrunkenness.
Lion Cubs Dewid Lanier and
flame from L. D. Miller, Indult- army commission.
Jones, who received his deto handle an emergency such ions of state law.
Bill Burnett.. Dr. Yency Watrial Road, on a fire on a vacant
Of these, he said, 39 sere
gree in industrial technology,
as that presented by last
kins was a guest of Lion Arvin
TO RECEIVE DEGREE
lot. This was out of the city.
students, four non -student and
was a member of Sigma Phi
month's student unrest.
,Crafton.
Epsilon social fraternity, the
Bell later told reporters that two were members of the facThe June board meeting will
Franklin E. Robinson of 724
Scabbard and Blade honorary
his committee would deliver an ulty.
be a joint meeting of the old
Fairlane Drive, Murray, will reHall said to date, 40 cases
military society, and Epsilon Pt
interim report at the executive
and new board members on
receive his Doctor of Philosophy
Tau' industrial arts honorary
Tuesday night, June 2.3, at South Registration for eight weeks committee's next meeting Aug have been tried. Of those there
degree on June 12 at the 96th
fraternity.
f the summer playground pro- 4, and would attempt to have have been 13 who pleaded guilSide Restautent.
commencement
exercise
of
gram for ages six through six- its full report ready by the fall ty, 16 found guilty and 11 found
Hayes received his degree in
Southern Illinois University at The Church of Christ at New
dot guilty. Of those found guilteen will be held at the City term.
Carbondale. The entire Carbon Concord will have its annual speech and English.
Park on Thursday, June 11, at
Also named to the committee ty, two have appealed. Hall said
dale campus class will number Vacation Bible School June 15TILDE 11. M.
massacre charges some 3,700 graduates.
19. The daily session will be
were George Griffin, of London, there are six cases remaining
(AlMY
to be tried.
The program will start on Robert Hellenmeyer, also
are dropped against' ('apt.
from 9:00 a. on. to 11:15 a. in.
of
George Lowe of Route One, Maiday. June 15. General
He said June 3, last Wednes- Thome,' .K. Willingham
The course of study for the
play- Lexington, and Richard Cooper,
Buchanan, Tenn., WAS treated at ground 'activities will be
CAR WASH
day, 31 students were notified (above; because the U.S.
school will be "God's Wondercar. of Somerset.
the emergency room of the ried on from nine to 11 a. in
ful World". The aim of the
In announcing the new com- that they had been formally Army decided there is -inThe vacation Church School
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- and from two to four p. in.
A car wash will be held at series is to establish an unmencement date, Clay said 4,000 charged with a total of 108 Of- sufficient evidence." Willingof the South Pleasant Grove
tal on Tuesday at 1:10 p.m. afClifford's
Gulf
Children may sign up for students completing
at
fenses
Five
Points
It*
under
code
of
the
shakeable
faith
in
existthe
ham. 25, Allenhurst, N.J..
their reUnited Methodist Church will
ter reported being injured in a special classes in drama, art, quirements
ence of God and the reality of
in August and De- dent conduct.
was charged with "murder on Saturday, June 13,
motorcycle accident.
tennis, and softball which be cember of 1969 and in
seven am. to seven p.m. 12.11 His works, a church spokesman be in session June 15 through
May and
of 20 Vietnamese whose
June 19.
No Disorders At Melina
Lowe N 23 treated for mul- at 'special times.
free delivery Me -Pleb up. The
August of this bummer would
All children from kindergarThe dean said they have been names .are unknown with
tiple abrasions to the left side This program is free and
wash
sponspred
is
Christ
the
by
There will be classes for all ten
participate.
class through junior high
made aware of the cow“elitig rifles and roathinegon.," iie
and right arm, according to hos- qualified individuals will be in
Ambassador
s of the Tint As- ages and the public is 'invited
Baccalaureate Cancelled
ire invited to attend the schooi
has been on ditty at Ft
pital authorities
charge of the proseani.
sembly of God for _ Church to attend. If transportation is
He said the baccalaureate sir- (Continued on Paps Sixteen)
which will be in session from
- -Mende in-SfdiNiand
Camp.
needed call 4365635.'
• w•
3.30 to 11 am. each morning.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Julia Ann Fitts Of
Puryear Is Awarded
Degree In Pharmacy

Traffic Safety
Analysis Given
To City Today

RATHER REPORT
Death Claims Life
Of Mrs. Boggess

salvo

ROTC Instructor At
MSU Promoted, Major

Wranglers Riding Club
Will Ride On Friday

Two Car Collision Is
Investigated Tuesday
By The City Police

Newcomers Club Plans
Meeting On Thursday

Thomas T. Wells
Gets Degree From
UT Medical Wits

R. 1. Cooper Is
Speaker For Club

Four Murray Men
Commissioned In
Army Recently

UK Graduation TO Be August 8,
Regents To Review Student Code

Two False Alarms Are
Answered By Firemen

Playground Program
Signup Is Thursday
At The City Pak

New Concord Church
Of Christ Plans School

George Lowe Treated
At Local Hospital

Church School Planned
At Pleasant Drove
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TV CAMEOS: Lily Tomlin
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runny Ladies on TV Got Lily Started

NIL WAD
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
IT IS true that when she was
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the HUM, a little girl, Lily Tomlin was
or Public Voice it
enucn. in our mecum are not bx the MO taken to the racetrack and the
iniereac at our readers.
corner saloon by her father t
maybe
NATIONAL FtEPRZSINTATIVIS: WAIL= WITMER 00., ISO see his raffish pals and
sing "Shoo Fly Pie" for then
Madman Ave. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Late Bide. Atm
VISE Miry ("Why MUST you bring Babe
to.eppeason
Detroit, Mk&
to those terrible places?" Mrs.
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky. for
Tomlin would say), but her
Interest in show biz didn't realtransmission as Second CIW Matter
ly start then. That came a little
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week
35e. PIK later, when the Tomlins, then
Mann $1.o. In Causeway and adjouung
par year, MAC Detrolters, got their first TV
Bonus 1 & 4,'LIMY, 14.110WIttle $1410u. All service subscription& MOO set.
"First I saw Jean Carroll
"The Oaagsaadiag (Avis Ansi el a Cemmeany is Ms
doing a comedy routine — she
Lawny 4•1 its Newspaper'
was the first woman stand-up
comic I ever saw—and then I
saw Bea Lillie one night, and
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 10. 1970
then came Lucille Ball and Imogene Coca . . . and I loved
them," Lily says. "I don't think
I really knew that was what I
wanted to do for a living, but
I thought they were wonderful.'
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1
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ROYAL PAY SLASH
THE HAGUE BPS — Queen
Juliana at the Netherlands may
get a salary cut and have to
Mart paying taxes before long.
The government asked Parliament Friday to reduce the
queen's salary from $1.3 million
to $2883,000 a year and to Impose taxes on the Dutch royal
family for the first time since
the kingdom oil the Netherlands
was established in 1813.
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Ten YearsaAgo Today

WASHINGTON IUPS — Ter
Democratic House members ac.
1°11
W. J. Brien, Jr. and Betty raised the Defense .and State 0
• • •
Brien, Joe Tom Haltom and Departments Friday of "unconNOW, some seasons later,
Anita Haltom, Roger Jones and scionable delays" in transportGrundy Dee Adams, age 24, son of Nolan Adams of Murray, Miss Lily is the latest flower to
Edna Jones, Charles Henson ing critically wounded South
died this morning at the Murray Hospital following a motorcycle bloom in Rowan & Martin's
and Gustie Henson to Avalou Vietnamese children to the
5
accident at the Bee Creek bridge just north at the city limits on "Laugh-In" garden—and mayA.
)
be the funniest Just in the nick
Nance, lot in Calloway County. United States.
)
the Benton Road.
The congressmen said in a .. it.
of time to replace Goldie Hawn,
)
Donald Givens Whooten and
)
William Packman. who was manager of the Murray Lerman • the pretty, dark-haired Miss
Doris June Whooten to William statement that it came as "a C'
)
c
Brothers Store far many years. died June 8 in Los Angeles, Calif. Tomlin is a gasser who in Just
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Bull Pen Coach Out Of Action Six Years, Leads Phils Over Astros 2-1

By STU CAldEN
retired the first 15 Atlanta allowed the
Braves only one hit Marichal.
of the
sent down to his from Don Gullett, Clay
UPI Sports Writer
Carroll
way.
fifth loss.
Doc Edwards, who began the batters he faced but injured his the rest
and Wayne Granger, picked up
left
out
a
In
side
while running
other National League Paul Popovich belted a homer
season as a bull-pen coach, was
his seventh win against two
New
York
edged and two singles in the Cubs' losses.
se activated Saturday night in single in the fifth, Clete Boyer games,
led off the Braves' sixth with Houston, 2-1; St. Louis blanked triumph
over
Diego,
San
Houston when the Philadelphia
us seventh homer and after Los Angeles, 4-0; Plitsburgh Igniting a four-run first inning.
Phi's lost their fourth catcher
Butuiing
downed
Bob
Tillout
struck
San
Francisc
o, 5-1; Ferguson Jenkins went the
because of an injury. Despite
not having played since 1964, man, the Philly starter was Chicago trimmed San Diego, 7- distance for Chicago, striking
Edwards responded with three replaced be Dick Selma who 3; and Cinetnnati beat Mon- out 12, as he won his sixth
treal, 6-4.
game against seven losses.
hits against the Astros and
Wayne Garrett's homer and Johnny Bench drove in two
Tuesday night he led the Ph118
.RBI
BALTIMORE (UPI) -Catchdouble
by
Bud runs with a pair of sacrifice
WESTPORT, Conn. (UPI) - to their third straight victory, a
Barrelson combined with Tom flies and rookie Bernie Carbo er Mike Satterlee and righthan2-1
by
Atlanta,
decison
over
The Sports
Car Club of
Seaver's three-hit pitching car- belted his ninth homer in der pitcher Eddie Blake Jr., <1,
America announced today that knocking in two runs and
ried the Mets past Houston. Cincinnati's win over Montreal. among Baltimore's top choices
seem to be thinking about a 32 entries have been received 'picking a runner of first base in
By VITO STELLINO
The Astros only run came on Gary Nolan, with relief
help In last week's free agent draft,
miracle of their own this for the opening race of the the ninth inning
UPI Sports Writer
Denis Menke's fourth homer.
have signed contracts, the
Edwards met a Pat Jarvis
WJIIle Horton, who's never hit season. They moved to within Canadian-American
Challenge
Lou Brock got two hits, stole
Orioles announced Tuesday.
1
2 games of the Orioles in the t-up series on Sunday at pitch just right in the second
more than .285 in a season and 4/
two
bases and scored two runs
Both are 17, and Blake, the .at
Inning when he singled home
carried a .269 lifetime average East as Stan Bahasen tossed a Mosport, Ontario.
as
St.
Louis
beat
Los
Angeles
Orioles'
Deron
third choice, Is son of
Johnson and Larry Bova
Into this season, collected three four-bitter at the Twins. Bobby
The field is led by New
behind
the five-hit shutout
former Redlegs -hurler Eddie
hits to boost his average to .325 Murcer led a 12-hit attack with Zealand's Denis Hulme, the for the Phi's' only runs against
pitching of Chuck Taylor.
Blake. He is from East Se
Braves, Jim
Bunning PHILADELPHIA (UPI) and jump into the No. 10 spot three singles.
1968 winner, in a McLaren the
Willie Stargell belted a twoLotus, Ill. And will be assigned
Bob
Lemon's
the
debut
as
BALTIMORE (UPI) -Paul
M8D; Briton Jackie Oliver in
among the Ameritan League
Leonard H. Tose, owner Of the run homer and Steve Blass
Kansas City manager became a an
Blair, the Baltimore Orioles to Bluefield (W.Va.) the rookie
batting leadegir.
Autocast
T1-22; PeterPhiladelphia Eagles, testified in tossed a five-hitter as
Pit- dieahlesi
Appalachian League.
However, Horton also showed success when Amos Otis drove Revson of New York, driving
renterfielder. will becourt Tuesday that he did not tsburgh beat the Giants,
Juan gin working out with
Satterlee, the Orioles' second
the power is still there since all in three runs with a two-run an L&M Lola T-220; George
the team in
report to the National Football
another two weeks, a club pick, was an all-state football
three hits were homers - triple and a single to beat Follmer of Arcadia, Calif. in an
League that financial backers
including a grand slam - and Washington. Dick Drago AVS Shadow; and Canadian
spokesman announced Tuesday. star in Portland, Ore. He will
helped him
in 1969
1m y.the club for $16
Blair, who was hit in the face play with Aberdeen (S.D.) of
he drove in seven runs in pitched a seven-hitter to get the George Eaton in a New BRM,
million
by a pitch from California the Class A Northern League,
Detroit's 8-3 win over Milwauk- win.
Before the start of the
Tose was testifying- -at a
Sal Bando collected three hits Labatt's Blue Can-Am, the
hurler Ken. Tatum May 31,
ee.
hearing on a suit flied by three
suffered from double vision
Playing
with
an Injured -including a three-run homer Bruce McLaren Trophy, an
men who claim they lent him
SIGN LINEBACKER
after the beaming. But team eye
shoulder that has been ailing in the third inning -and drove original sculpture in memory of
$1,842,000 towards the purchase
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
in
four
runs
Oakland
as
beat the 196'7 and 1969 champion who
specialist Dr. Herman Goldberg
Chibut that he has never consulted
since he tried to make a diving
cago Bears of the National
catch in Kansas City earlier Cleveland. Jim Hunter went was killed last week testing a
pronounc
ed
them
Blair's
on
vision
operation
the
club.
pers of
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their 13th-round draft
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Wilie Horton Collects Three 32
In Can-Am Cup Race
Homers In Detroit Victory

Satterlee, Blake
Sign With Orioles

Future Of
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In Doubt

Stars Plan
Move, Salt
Lake City

Paul Blair To
Begin Workouts

McClain Files
Bankruptcy
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Open Tuesday
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Teams Become
Reality Today

Bill Veeck
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THE LEDGER

OE'Observes Its
Annual Friendship Night On Saturday

Murray Star Chapter
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star observed Friendship Night on Saturday, June 8, at the Masonic
Hall with Mrs. Brenda Newberry, worthy matron, and Charles Jackson, worthy patron protein, presiding.
Members and visitors were
welcomed and the following
were introduced, Mrs. EuIs Hoffman and Raymond Wrather, deputy grand matron and patron
respectively of District 22; Judith Jackson, grand representative of Kentucky to Alabama;
Colvonia Jewell, grand representative of Kentucky to New
Mexico.
The worthy matron proudly
introduced her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Elkins. Each guest
officer was escorted to the east
by a Murray officer and presented a gift from the wishing

a delicious potluck supper was
served to, seventy-five members
and visitors. Mrs. Eva Lamb and
Mrs. Thelma Parker kept the
register.
Hostesses for the supper were
Judith Jackson, Twila Coleman,
Marion Elkins, and Robbie Wilson. The program was by Sybil
Lasater and Fay Lamb.
Chapters represented were
Fulton 41, Mayfield 443, Hardin 277, Clinton 539, Water Valley 554, Cuba 519, Temple Hill
511, Alford 445, Estill 73, Benton 305, and Folsomdale 544.
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Mrs. Obera Miller
Named "Teacher Of
Year" By The FTA
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Evelyn Palmer Is
Elected President
Of N.E.II.S. Group

The Twin lakes Chapter of
The Calloway County High
Wednesday, Joss 10
the National Executive HouseThe Arts and Crafts Club will School Chapter of the Future
keeping Association met Monmeet at the home of Mrs. Ed- Teachers of America recently
day, June 1, at six-thirty o'clock
gar Morris, Lynn Grove Road, at held its annual banquet which
was centered around the theme
In the evening at the Trigg
2:30 p.m.
•••
'Pennies From Heaven". PresiCounty Hospital, Cadiz. Mrs.
dent Kathy Stubblefield includClar Wright executive houseWednesday, June 10
keeper, Trigg County Hospital,
The Ruth Wilson Circle of ed a 5' by 8' frame in the
was hostess.
the First United Methodist F. T. A. colors featuring an upMrs. Donna Spears, vice-presiChurch WSCS will meet at the side down umbrella catching the
dent and executive housekeephome of Mrs. J. B. Wilson, 305 gold pennies from heaven. The
er, Community Hospital, MayNorth 6th Street, at 7:30 p.m. speaker's table featured a red
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Murdock
•••
and black flower arrangement
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Murray
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are
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Mrs Vernon E. Shown pre
The Wesleyan Circle of the trimmed in silver and red and
parents of a baby boy, Brian bride-elect of Johnny Under- meeting.
seated her piano pupils in re Steven, weighing
First United Methodist Church black streamers.
The program was given by
• ••
seven pounds wood, was honored with a
Unitthe
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at
4
June
on
cital
Lynn Dunn gave the invocaWSCS will meet at the Cypress
ten ounces, born on Thursday, household shower at the home the housekeepers from Lourdes
Church.
Methodist
Creek Restaurant at 7:30 p.m. tion and Wands Garrett intro- ed
June 4, at 8:08 am. at the Mur- of her sister, Mrs. Joe T. Rai- Hospital, Paducah, Sister Char•••
The program was entitled "An ray-Calloway County Hospital. ney of Puryear, Tenn., on Sat- lene Young and Virgie Coates.
duced the program. Student
The ladies day luncheon will speakers included Katie Counts, Evening of Music".
The new father is engaged in urday, May 18, at three o'clock The subjects were "Can You
Students taking part in the farming with his father.
be served at the Oaks Country Debra Hall, Betsy Riley, Jana
Follow Directions" and "Demonin the afternoon.
Club at 12:15 p.m. Hostesses Harrison, and Joyce Winchester. recital were Mary Leslie Lind- Grandparents are Mr. a n d The hostesses for the occas- stration on Mixing Detergents
HunShown,
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Tommy
sey,
Johnson,
The main speaker for the event
are Mesdames Robert
Mrs. William N. Murdock of ion were Mrs. Kay Adams and and Wax Solutions."
Cirmn D'Angelo, C. W. Jones, was Mrs. Leon Adams, a teach- ter, Marilyn Howard, Stacy Murray Route Seven and Mr. Miss Sharon Underwood.
Mrs. Evelyn Palmer, execuRobert Buckingham, Charles er at Calloway County High and Overby, Carma Lisa Lovett, and Mrs. Charlie Jones of Sed- For the special event the ho- tive housekeeper, Jennie Stuart
Nanny, Robert L Burke, Fred former "Teacher of the Year". Cheryl Willis, Danny Adams, alia.
noree chose to wear a pink'bro- Memorial Hospital, Hopkinsville,
The highlight of the evenThe Mistress of Ceremonies Nancy Shuffett, Kamiel Sim- Great grandparents are Mr. cade dress. Her corsage
Schultz, Amos Tackett, Alfred
was of presided at the regular meetB t nited Press In ternationa
ing was a skit, -The Feuding
Taylor, Joe D. West, Mickie presented a gold sponsor's pin mons, Tonya Carroll, Carolyn and Mrs. Philip Murdock of white carnations, a gift from ing.
McCoys and /lathelds". A hillTakings trip? Your dothes Morton, Jerry rouch, Byron to the "1970 Teacher of the Shown, Scott Willis, Rosa Hud- Murray Route Seven, Harley the hostesses.
Annual reports were given
billy wedding was performed tdiould be coordinated
and Forbus, Guy Spann, William E. Year". Selected for this honor speth, Jan Shuffett, Tonya Ree- Adams of Murray, and Mrs.
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he
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SELASSIE IN EGYPT
Mrs. Stanford Schroeder and
The Harris Grove HomemakA Human Relations group
sent gifts.
CAIRO SIR— Emperor Hails
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A baby girl, Victoria Ann, of the Beta Club and lives on
maids will be Misses Trudy Liland pastel canvas practical Decorators have discovered home of Mrs. Delia Graham at
uy a Magnificent Magnavo
Carter,
weighing
Debbie
and
Murray
seven
Peggy
Route
pounds
that
twelve
Six.
ly,
this
sturdy
fabric with
now.
TV,
factory tried at
1:30 p.m.
its
firm
ounces,
body
Bonita
was
is
born
and
the
to
Easter.
Mr.
sixteen
ena
handling
year old
Canvas has come a long
•••
LEACH'S MUSIC 8 TV
The junior bridesmaid will Mrs. Tuck Langland of Murray daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alway since it was seen only in ease is ideal for room dividThe Welcome Wagon Newdrab khaki, dull green, or a ers, ceiling treatments, roller
Dixieland Center
be Miss Lore Landolt and the Route Four on Monday, June 8, fred Jones. She resides at Dexstriped combination of the shades, canopied eating areas, comers Club will meet at the
flower girl will be Miss Teresa at 2:31 am. at the Murray-Cal- ter Route One. She is an active
and
playroom
accessories.
two. Today it runs the entire
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
member of FHA, FBLA, Pep
Keiser, sister of the groom- loway County Hospital.
Outdoors or in, you can encolor spectrum from baby
•• •
They have another daughter, Club, and Beta Club. She is
elect.
joy the elegance-of decorating
blue to firecracker red.
Friday, June 12
Canvas has changed its with colorful canvas.
Tom Fitzgerald will be best Susan, age three. The father vice-president of the junior
The western party will be
man for Mr. Kaiser. Groomsmen teaches sculpture at Murray clam.
held at the Calloway County
Debbie is the daughter of Mr
will be Howard Brose, Lynn So- State University.
Country Club. A barbecue suplomon, brother of the bride- Grandparents are Mr. a n d and Mrs. Buren F. Erwin of Haper will be from 7:30 to 8:30
elect, and Rick Kaiser, brother Mrs. Carl Langland of St. Paul, zel Route One. She is an active
p.m. followed by dancing. For
the groom-elect. Ushers will Minn., and Mr. and Mrs. James member of FHA, Pep Club, and
of
news
reservations call Mr. and Mrs TRAVEL-MINDED—A
Beta Club.
making cotton raechei- knit in be John and Ted Kaiser, both Clemens--q&New York City.
Harold Hurt or Mr. Ant.11,11._....a_beity-red-ond-iTchtte-tile de- brothers of the groom-elect.
•••
Patsy is the daughter of Mr.
Buddy Valentine.
sign is modeled by Maid of
and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins of
Following the ceremony a re• ••
Cotton Gayle Thornton. The ception will be held at the Mm'D ___, Murray Route Two. She attends
An
bemed_61;ituintur, in
easy-going jacket dress by ray Woman's Club House.
Friday, June 12
7;"tetrue Flint Baptist Church and likes
.
Barbarella
is
perfect
for her
rela
ns to'ride horses, swim, and fish
The North Murray Homemsk trip to
disa
•p
Ppnwsi sent
ives are of anprorni or tg
All friends and
Europe aboard Pan
en Club will have a picnic at American's new 747
She is also a member of the
jumbo Jet invited to both the wedding and by the gods.
• the home of Mrs. Charlie Craw- this summer.
Pep Club, Beta Club, and FBIA.
thereception.
ford at 11:30 am.
• ••
Wordily, June 13
Glen Sims will be honored at
tit
a potluck dinner by all interested persons at the Carmen LiveMock pavilllon at 7:30 pm.

Mrs. Vernon Shown
Presents Students
in Piano Recital
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Sherla J. Overcast
Honored At Shower
At Rainey Home

WE DOZE BIJ

WE

FASHIONETTES

Nannette Solomon
Completes Plans
For Wedding

In'Living
Outdoors

U.

Breast
Legs
Thighs

Necks &

SPLIT

Calloway Pep Club
Elects Officers
At Last Meeting

4

a

SALAD DI

The

WIG
Warehouse
Is
Coming

100 Years Old—

.••

FOR SUBURBANITES—A handsome setting by the pool is
created by this tasseled canvas canopy over an oval-shaped
patio. Fashioned with a latticework roof, the canopy admits
air while breaking up light in an interesting design. The
result: a restful oasis for getting out of the noonday sun or
gathering for an after-swim cocktail party.

•••••

Is

.0
•
'OW .

se.

•

FOR CITY DWELLERS—Cotton canvas is a fa.-rite device
for cresting privacy and ptqtection on the terrace or patio
In urban areas. Here. it's used in smart stripes for a pitched
canopy over an outdoor eating area In the background, a
mat him overhead awning and curtains set ,off a cozy place
refreshments
to

#,

Boston Museum of Fine, Arts Celebrates
11,
1 41.7t

By SANDO BOLOGNA
Centro! Press Associalloo
Correspondent .
BOSTON--The Boston Muscurn of Fine Arts is observing its
Centennial with a year-long serA bridal tea for Miss Jeanie ies of exhibitions, lectures. and
Diuguid, bride-elect of David special events.
McKee, was held Saturday, Affectionately called the -Old
June 6, from two to four o'- Lady of Huntington Avenue,'
clock in the afternoon by Mrs the museum contains five acres
Frances Richey and Mrs. An of galleries and marble corrichic Simmons in the home of dors with collections from Old.
Kingdom Egyptian sculpture to
Mrs. Richey.
Approximately twenty - five important paintings and sculp.
tore of America, the Orient, and
guests called.
•
Mrs. Richard Cocke of Wick- Europe.
litffe, mother, of the hostesses, When the museum was ini orporated in 1870, the purpose was
was a special guest.
listed "for the preservation and
The tea table was centered exhibition
of works of art, of
with an arrangement of yellow making, maintaining, and
es.
and white mums, daisies, and tablishing collections .of such
carnations. Lime punch w a s works and of affording instrucserved from a silver bowl. Nuts, tion in the fine works."
decorated mints, and individualThe jubilee show that official.
ly iced cakes were served. Other iy opened this centennial year
consisted of 130 new al:(1:11SIapphintments were in silver.
Miss Diuguid wore a lavender tionx rangintrrom a 5,200-yriarand white print cotton dress old marble idol of the 'keg,,in
from her trousseau and the hos- Islands to a monumental staintesses' gift of white carnations. less steel sculpture by 1).ivid
Smith.
The mother of the bride-elect,
There wire also workMrs. James Diuguid, wore
casso. Wyeth. Monet '
sleeveless navy knit with white C;iacometti, I'abler
in:
This tempera on panel of th•
trim. The paternal grandmoth- Moore
Archangel Michael by Gentile da
er, Mrs. Ed Filbeck, wore an
Fobriano is port of -The Treesdo
aqua knit with pearls.
ures for Tomorrow" •shibition at
IN
1906
th,•
niii,eiii,
• Mrs..Aude McKee, mother-inBoston Museum of Fine Arts.
the first 1,11 provide t.
ths
law to be of the honoree, wore Kuides Its
educational
sci
-, i• c. more than 1,000 television proa grey crepe with jewelled also started that
grains have been produced; sevneckline.
r''''
VP'"
reach some looluoii school
•
rii
eral hurylred of them from the
honored
of
the
Each
guests ilium cycly y.•irt through c
galleries.
'
received a yellow tinted earns ton!s and in-, Is.01 le, I,.i!.
- ' ''' When organised, the museum
,.,
time corsage.
' The miNeiiiii tele,.,..,t t!,, ., eonsisted of the sculpture and
The hostesses' gift to the hon- lion'. first t.r,, ,d. . t fr'r 1 paintings from Boston Athenmirsciitti in Ilr-i-•
oree was a silver pitcher.
eionfts libnity, 30,0no engravings

Bridal Tea Honors
Jeanie Dinguid At
The Richey Home

from the Francis •C.40rstr-Oaleetfton, and the architectural
Mita of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Acquisitions since through bequests,
purchases and explorations are
enough ett fill 50 museums of
the size of the original building
opened in 1876.
New galleries for decorative
arts, medieval sculpture and
textiles galleries open in May.
A new research center will' be
ready in June and a new educational center will be dedicated
in November.
• • •
IN 1911 when "abbreviated
bathing cosrumes" were banned
from Eteeton beaches, the Bathing Department suprintendent
declared: "We don't waist to see
young women strolling about
the beaches looking as though
they were candidates for ,oertaM artistic pieces of statuary
In the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts." Boston clergymen objected to the nude statuary that
year when a YMCA group
planned an evening reception at
the museum. They said: "Such
flesh sights at the late hour of
9 30, combined with tllie attention of young ladies from the
churches in serving refreshments cannot be else than embarrassing as a public spectacle
and offensive to their spiritual
minds."
An indignant clergyman, during a wave of prudery in Hostcfn,• maintained that "only when
it will be all right for men and
women to stand stark naked on
Boston Common will nude art In
the Museum of Fine Arts he
justifiable" •

PROBLEM
PERSPIRAT10141
SOLVED

Tribe S
26 Oz.

ICE CREA

3 LB.

GREEN 131
—even for thousands who perspire heavily
A different formula has been found never
find before --even in
to keep underarms absolutely dry sprayscould
promising extra. dryness.
—even for thousands who -perMitehum Anti-Perspirapt has,
spire heavily. So different that it
contains far more anti-wetness won the Good Houaekeepini guars__
antee
seal, and is fully effective ag
agent than can possibly be put in
an aerosol spray can. By anybody. a deodorant, too, of course.
If you perspire More than averAfter decades of common "deodorants," it took a chemical in- age' even heavily get the posi-:
vention to make this truly effec- t iN't• !moue-110n of Mitchum Antitive protection possible with the Perspirant. Liquid smoothes ea
tame safety to clothing t he same thrt• satin. Or Cream ranishim:
skin mildness•popular "deorif••• non-sticky.
rants." failed Mitchum AntiBoTH HAVE
Perspirant, it is the prodycl of a GUARANTEE MONEXBACIC
you are not
trustworthy 57-year-old labora- entirely satisfied If
with -Mitchum
tory. "
--"Anti-Perspirant,
or cream,
By the thousands, women with return package toliquid
the sten• where
problem ;perspiration are lituhng you bought it. Stores
are
meted
,
the protection they need, and ized tie refund full
cash prim.

Holland Drug

LI
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storey's
Food Giant

Lar4t111.

!on
onate

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 10. 1970

Ready To Go

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

BAR.B.0

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

RIBS
Lb.980
FRYERS
Lb 590
Beef &
SANDWICHES. Chicken 5/$1.00

110.-All SNIPPNG CENTER

We Reserve The Right To
Limit.

Cu.

art

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OPEN 24 his. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

:n.e7

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

et

U.S.D.A..INSPECTED WHOLE

'en
tee
ne
er,
on.
reof-

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

FRYERS
Breast 65c Lb.
Legs 49c Lb.
Thighs 49c Lb.
Necks & Backs I5c Lb.

or,
ng
se-

SIRLOIN STEAK

99c

25c

LB.

n.

in
up
;ht
to
it h
or
jr

SPLIT

Fine For Bar-B-0

LB.

390

SMOKED JOVIL Sliced

ENGLISH CUT
elitiacEROAST

Gala

LB.19
0

'a-

Cs
11
111
PS-

)1

4.4

TOWELS

3

LB. 59C

16 Oz. Bottles

A. CHOICE
CA" FRY

STEAK

LB. 880

PEPSI COLAS
8 Bottle Carton

Jumbo S 1 00

it°
f 74 PORK

Le.

LOIN

-

JOHNSON

39
690
$1

With Bottles

12 oz. PKG. 69tWEINRS

SALAD DRESSING Hyde Park

Morrell's Palace Brand

Del Monte

Dad's

BACON

CATSUP

DOWNEY

69

King Size

B2
otLt4li
e.

$1.59

Morton

LB. Pkg.

FRUIT PIES

-4 1 OT.
BEER

Peach- Apple- Cherry

Tribe Size

39

INSTANT

26 Oz. Bottle

TEA

Gal,
.65C

CRISCO
Pure Vegetable

•

Vanity

LIMIT ONE

7c

WATERMELONS

_

GREEN BEANS AlienCut

oz. cl
6 15
Cans

15 Oz.$11
Cans

FOOD

MILK

tbilliTOES
.11165E1AS

43
$1.39
59t
2 25

Pies

JOCK

rat

Hamburger
Sliced
'12 Oz. Jar
Golden Rich

20 Lb. and Up

IVORY 1.11111
With Coupon 34
Limit One Coupon Per Customer
GOOD ONLY Al STOREYS

1

OLEO
1 LB. Solid

Approx.

2

Box

LBS.

CRACKERS Lora Lynn

1 LB. Box

Junta
OF FIE* EXPIRES June 16
Giant Size 22 OZ. Bottle

390

Gal.

Libby

LEMONADE
512caorizS100

$
3

3 Oz. Jar

Pointer

ICE CREAM 1-13stess

3 LB. Can-

$1.19
12

200z.

OFFER EXPIRES June 16
Giant Size 3 Lb. Box

BOLD DETERGENT
With Coupon 54
Limit One Per Customer

LETTUCE
1

EA 19c

GOOD ONLY AT STOREYS

•

29
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tall Street
Chatter

.0*
APlik

a:
1:N

r

S. sale

-4‘.*.aee41111111111611

r
.1•1

or•

v•

•Le

TOOK A SIAT1NG —Tonle Bet in Cambodia shows stark evidence of the shelling it took
as Cambodian and South Vietnamese troops drove the Viet Cong out. It is north
of
Phnom Penh the capital.

Eyeliner preservation
S1\1:114)10-

PI)the
r ill ignore a
tome
drastic urban retii.vi
es
pr..- and
and pirewn
seitlanilish Imilmark- tor tile

4

4itt

rt
GrwEgNios platen NEwspApoi--Feuding with the
Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, Gov. Lester Maddox of Georgia
carries
a picket sign as he marches in front of the
Atlanta newspaper with a mixture of newsmen, supporter
s, anti-supporters :And policemen. He picketed for an
hour.

Motor Atlas NEW YORK (UPI)—For
people planning to motor in
urope this year the 1970/71
edition of the "Mob:wing Atlas
of Europe and Isreer.contains
schematic maps covering more
than 35,000 miles of Europe's

most traveled tourist routes in
26 countries.
'The 76-page manual, published by Jerry D.Ryan,former
head of Me American Automce
bile Association's World-Wide
Travel Service, also lists 2,100

Agifieddi

•

•

Night TO 8 (.1(1

4' rttly

Lt

Or)

KODAK

Takes Color And

A greet little Camera
"atlas..
•

And White

Black

greet pictures!

CX-124-12.

Reg. $1.40
SALE

J

K

II

,

ASPRIN
MILK OF
SOLARCM
ALKA SE

e

Lunt

TI
12

AK

Pictures

COLOR FILM

AND
SAVE

•

CRA

INSTAMATIC 44

94
g

CAMERA

Kodak
Instamatic' 44

Reg. MI5 $599
SALE ___

CAMERA
..arseae'

NOXZEMA

noxzema

SKIN CREAM
For a smoother, clearer
complexion!

Blonde

BORLotion
N BLON
DE
Toner

NEW!
FROM
CLAIROL

Washes lovely blonde
color in prelightened
hair without peroxide.

6-oz. Jar

Reg. $1.10
SALE

SALE

$1.39

LOTION LIGHTENER
COMPtETE HAIR
LIGHTENING KIT

ARRID
Extra My
anti-perspirant
sprays

rRaid
T;311

RAID
Ant
and

%mama.
'A—

LEMON
GO-LIGHTLY
Spray on hair lightener
with a lemon fragrance.
4.7 or - Reg. 82.3S.

69
SALE

CARE.

- Ile 116
up, •t
iVEREADY
•

t,o,,,,,
IN SHADE#
:______, SELECTOR
PACKAGES!,
...
-

L\f.a . ,_

Reg, i2.00
SALE

11

Ztt

COUPON
' ........,

ale

sisitit*-.13Eitastii+eitos1an,

9 SOLT

PEI

WESTCLOX

Travel Clock
Tourino - Luminous Dial
Red or Tan - Reg. $4,5

I I

SALE

W3i Withoutovaron n
7
n
9C
RRe
-••••••

No. 19345

.• $2"

coupon '77C
tanacia_7,1.2.11
PAY LESS - MURRAY
COUPON 11111111111111errelleimiiiii,

4.

IRANSISTOR
BATTERIES
# 216
SAVE oe

••

Fresh, Swec

71 _1 MISS BRECK

Excedrin
tile& tnetelle

HAIR SPRAY
11111.'0
NAM .•••

Reg. 69e ea.

Regular Super Hold
and 1 incuented
Rog. 1,11t
13 oz.

litterie

The Extra Strength
Pain Reliever
Bottle of RIO Tablets
Rea_ '1 5.9

SALE

8 oz.

INSTANT
NESTEA

al

11 VOLT

Truer

LOVING
CARE

880

.

Makes Choosing
Easier...

tbi./5ic

FRENI
DRESSI

100% PURE TEA
DELICIOUS HOT OR COLE a

Reg. 79'

SALE

K raft

•-•••••••• 6•9•1•••

so Bandages - # 54711

SALE

ewe

SALE

SALE

plastic 00.0..„
strips ,""ll9'

9-oz. Aerosol

SALE -

Rom

g

15i Oa

ANTACID
SUPENSION
Reg. '1.59

cfmicrit

Reg. '1.19

Reg.'1.79

49"

'ti

Roach
Killer

Ar•.Rcdril

411116

59

R

'2.50

BANIAlto
I

Liquid

LOTION LIGHTENER
KIT

Born Blonde19Gt. CLADMOL r,

• Buy Both New Unscented
&Regular

BORN
BLONDE

(Winding Simplified!

Reg. '2.00

,

that
rill
flw
Ian ',vett-him of 1 bowfin is.
and
Cull intirrec•ling architei weal
pweerled.

Open
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Shoppi
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOCI)
Thare
is a tweed of actor be*
described as slxiesellape
Insurance perforates.
They are be alieractor actors
whose familial bees shore up
weak scripts, faltering ratings
and timorous producers.
They came into prominence
decades ago in movies and
Included such names as William
Dem arest, Una Merkle, C.
Aubrey Smith, Hugh Herbert,
Glenda Farrell, Spring Byington
and a hundred others.
Walter Brennan is one of
those insurance policies who
bailed many a movie out of
trouble and is now coming to
the aid of a faltering television
series, "To Rome with Love."
The situation comedy, suffer"DOCTOR" DIZZY GILLESPIE of jazz music fame stands with
ing anemic Nielsen ratings, will
Atomic Energy Commission chairman Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg
feature Brennan as a crafty
In New Brunswick, N.J.on receiving their honorary
grandfather in the show.
degrees at the 204th commencement at Rutgers Universit
If Brennan can't save the
y
show, no one can.
wasn't
interested
I
but
at first,
Has Three Oscars
The 75-year-old veteran has watched the show a couple of
i le7jr.
three Oscars for best support. times.
"I
liked
the
character
of
a
log actor, 114 movies to his
credit and three television retired Iowa farmer living in .
series: "The Real McCoys," 225 Rome, and the series has style
episodes; "The Tycoon," 32 and class,
After Brennan compiete's the
episodes; and "The Guns of
season's series, he will star in
Will Sonnett," 50 episodes.
"I'm going back to work another movie, "One Day in
because I have no hobbies and I Eden."
Work is keeping him young
won't retire," Brennan said.
A millionaire who lives on an and energetic. It also fends off
11-acre grapefruit grove some the possibility of Mrs. Brennan
50
miles from Hollywood, becoming a waitress.
Brennan's chauffeur will drive
him to and from the CBS
Studios four days a week.
"I tell my wife, Ruth, I only United Church appointment
work to keep her from being a
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
waitress," he said.
Rev. Dr. David M. Stowe, of
"Truth is we've been married New York,
has been named
for 50 years and I love her executive
vice-president of the
more now than the day we United
Church Board of A orld
were married. We have three Ministries
.
children, 15 grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren."
The Rev. Dr. Stowe, who
Asked To Join Cast
Confronted with the notion heads the Division of Overseas
that he is being brought into Ministries of the National
"To Rome with Love" to beef Council of Chuttles,
will
up its viewer power, Brennan assume his new post in NovemDIPLOMA AT 74 Mrs. Elizasakt
ber. He will succeed the Rev.
be t h Rountree, 74, is all
"John Forsythe asked produ- Dr. Alford Carleton, who
will imjies en receiving her high
cer Don Fedclerson if I could retire in Octoiser after serving
glIfigool diploma in Denver,
join the cast, and I've never the board for SO vears.
d010. She
started classes
met Forsythe in my life. I
way back in 1958.

STOP, SHOP, E3

TO LIMIT OL1ANTITILS
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,
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It is the opi-nion of Moody's
Investors Service that last
week's rally was sparked by
the "investment community's
dope of government intervention" to
ease inflationary
pressures. The rally "could run
considerably further," but the
company does not foresee "
longer uptrend but rather looks
-born
to
a hoped-for period o "
HaErATE
GSObUin171
i,
-1)°4rn
consolidation."
who won a Nobel Prise in
-- —
1968 for research on genes,
May just could prove to be the basic
unit of life, is
"the merry month," Hayden, shown at work in his UniStone Inc., says, because the versity of
Wisconsin laeratechnical evidence at
last tory. where he and associweek's "semi-climactic turn .. ates created
a gene. The
was significant and most breakthro
ugh could lead, in
impressive,"
The company ages to come, to biological
points to "the continued follow.
manipulation such as prethrough by most major growth
birth structuring of people
and especially the low pee
as athletes, intellectuals, etc.
stocks" as proof "that • • II •
power had temporarily over- Diamond bargains
come the persistent selling
HONG KONG (UPI)—The
pressure." It sees as "very Hong Kong Tourist Association
noteworthy" a shift in Wall is planidng a campaign to pubStreet atmosphere "toward the licize the Colony as an Interbull contingent."
national diamond center,"says
Major H.F. Stanley, director of
-- —
If you are wondering what the association.
happened last week the answer
Stanley said the association
— according
to
the
Argus will broadcast the attraction
Research Corp.—Is "that the of coming to Hong Kong to
Individual investors, the silent purchase quality diainonds and
majority across the country, jewelry to the travel trade and
came charging in last wefts,- the general public.
day to take advantage of the
bargain prices." The company Kiondiae attraction
believes the market, up to last
DAWSON CITY, Yukon
week, was "paralyzed" by the (UPI)—An enormous ore boat
Cambodian
"hysteria," the six stories high and a miner's
"exaggerated talk" that the log cabin will be elements in
federal budget "was out of an exhibit spanning about 75
control" and by the "irrespinsi- years of Yukon .gold mining
ble predictions of a liquidity history to be establishe
d in the
panic." The company sees Bonanza Creek area 12 miles
confidence being restored and south of here.
urges
investors to "take —The eihibit will be the majadvantage
of the historic or attraction in the new Klonbuying opportunities offered is dike Gold Rush Internatio
nal
top quality stocks."
Historic Park.
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Iroquois At
Odds With
New York
By JOHN GILMORE
United Press International
New York state and the
frosinois six nations, mild
friends at best over the last 300
years, are at odds again over
state possession of what the
Indians regard as their Constitution.
The state's position is that
the wampum would be of uo
great use to the Indians if given
back.
The quarter of a million
*Mars In wampum, the state
Education
Department says,
represent political events rather than religion. The Iroquois
Chet see the difference be.
tween the two.
"Our religion and our laws
are intertwined," says Irving
Pcrwiess, an Onondaga chid
who lives at the capital of the
IraAs Confederacy flve miles
south of Syracuse.
Belts in Museum
Powless wits speaking of 3
series of wampum- belts b
possession of the state salver si•
ty's museum at Albany. The
belts
are thought of as
"political memoranda" by state
officials who are closest lc
Ir„,pquois culture. But to the
Indians, state possession of the
belts carries the same meaning
as turning an American flag or
tipping over a cemetery head.
stone would have to many
whiles.
In the minds of the Iroquois,
accordni to Dr. William N.
Fenton of the state University
of New York Albany campus,
"religion, politics and economy
are all booed up in one Mg bee
of wax."
FOINIF-16.en tolUropology
proteast who lived with the
Senecas at Tonawanda and Is
acknowledged to be the nation's
leading expert on the Irocpxds.
He is among those who believe
the 26 belts rightly below in
the museum, which he headed
195467.
Most of the belts, manuttc!aired by the Iroquois largely in
the 1700s, went from red hands
to white hands during the last
century In almost all cases in
exchange for money.
Valued at$280,000
Fenton believes the belts,
valued at S280,000, will be lost if
given back to the Iroquois, but
We Onondaga disagree. The Six
Nations Council plans to build a
long house to serve as a
museum for the belts, aed
points out the collection is of no
use to the whites except as a
collection,
"They got the belts and they
can't read them," Powleessays. "We can make use of
them. What good is there if
they keep them?"
John
G. Broughton, who
succeeded Fenton as museum
director, doesn't go along with
the Iroquois' statement that
they can read the belts.
Indian authorities "have tried
to determine whether elders
can, in fart, "read the belts,"
Fenton says. "To date, they
have been unable to floe
anyone who can consistently do
this, or, more than one who can
'read' the same information
from them."

BrennanIs
Called To
Save'Rome'

YORK (UPI)—
NEW
ea I
day's advance adds greater
"significance to last Tuesday's
(May 26) low," according to E.
F. Hutton Si Co. With history
a guide, the company
"a test of that low or at least
substantial pullback towards it
Is still to come" but adds that
the current rally "strongly
suggests" a large percentage o
the new lows reached last
Tuesday "also made their lows
for the year."

,k.111411
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SALE
SALE

88c

CORI

IV%

JIM ADAMS I GA

Nortiside
Shopping
, Center

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
FIRST IN FINE MEATS
MAT CHLESS

BACON

LB.

59c SSWVISSS

ST
EA
K
L0
59
C
CHICKEN
ASPRIN
MILK OF MAGNESIA
SOLARCAINE
AMA SELTZER
"
ger

Phillip; OUII :e
:49
1C3E

Luncheon Meat

OUR PRICE

87c

Kraft

,

TREET
,
53C

c
.1 39

Detergent

Giant Size

39c

Pacific Isle

FRENCH
DRESSING
Bottle

.

_

PORK
BEANS

I.G.A.

PINEAPPLE
CHUN K OR CRUS1-ED

29
f

PEPSI

•

7it_IrArgc
,,,

. 69

6/49c 10/99c . . I 4oz.95c

p
l
o
o
-t
oR
N ,,2/39c
TUNA

ft

Texas

Pride Of Illinois

CORN
•

Sun.Kist

,.

,
of

Yellow or White Cream

OZ. CAN

3/5100

I.

No. 300 Can

,

CANTALOUPES LEMONS

r

Ea2
5yr

Freeze Dry Coffee

No. 300 Can

Star-K ist

8 Boltt6leoCLarton

3

No. 300 Con

MAXIM

RED BEANS

8 oz. Can

6
Fresh, Sweet

c

Bush

BISCUITS

No. 2 Can

C

Doz.

Showboat

JUST LOW PRICES !
Kraft

5L6. Bog 41C

EGGS

c NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
NO I° FORCED PURCHASES &

1 LB.

Twin Bag

CHEER

JIM ADAMS.IGA STORE POLICY

CCRACKERS 19

ox 0. 28c
49'

Smith Large

75c .,

3/19c -

I.G.A.

I/2 Gol•

EAT WELL

Reg.. 234

18 oz. Jar

,

TUNA
POTATO CHIPS
CHARCOAL

DOG FOOD

STRAWBERRY

`U

DRINK

—CAL-11.0'"E

Strongheart

JELLY

12 oz. Can

69

TROPI

/1 - Gal

$116

Reg. SIM OUR PRICE

4

12 oz. Pkg.

I.G.A

89c
79c

Reg. $1.07 OUR PRICE

Reg. $2.09

WIENERS
ICE
MILK

LB

Doz.

Ripe Yellow No. 1

BANANAS

2Lbs25c

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!.
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Different Theme Presented
To 1970 College Graduates

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TL STAND TRIAL
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — A SEyear-old woman was bound
over to Superior Court Monday
to stand trial on charges of

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 10. 1970
murder and arson in connection Hishwoth to stand trial June 22
apartment house fire Oct. 12,
with fires that took the lives of after he ruled there
was another death occurred
10 persons In 1969 and 1970.
Dec.9
sufficient evidence to bind her and
the 10th fire fatality was
Municipal Court Judge Leland over to Superior Court.
Feb. 7.
Geller ordered Mrs. Jennie Eight persons
died in an

By United Press International talk.
Not too long ago, dignitaries "I do not ask you to dampen
speaking at college commence- your enthusiasm,' he said. "I
ment exercises could tell the do urge you to listen to other
proud graduates things like voices."
"as you leave these quiet halls
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
for the noisy outside world..."
But not graduation day, 1970.
Because of almost unprecedented campus violence, thousands of graduates this weekend heard — instead of the
usual homilies —pleas for a
return to nonviolence and
rational discussion.
"The end result of destructive
protest is a tendency to destroy
the liberal or vital center of our
society and to polarize it into
two extremes," Dr. James E.
By RAY WILKINSON
Allen Jr., U.S. Commissioner of ISMAILIA, Suez Canal (UPI)
Education, told 1,613 graduates — The shattered cities of the
at the University of Notre Suez Canal and the constant
Dame Sunday.
thunder of huge Egyptian and
HHH Address
Israeli artillery pieces are the
Former Vice President first indications of the war.
Hubert H. Humphrey went to Somewhere along a desert
Eamline University in St. Paul, road between Cairo and IsmaiMinn., to see his son graduate lia one crosses an invisible line
deliver
the
commencement dividing a nation living uneasily
address and receive an honora- with peace and one totally
ry degree.
embroiled in vicious land, sea
BANKAMERICARD
Humphrey. whose Democratic and air war to regain both a
TO
presidential candidacy In large chunk of its homeland
1968 was hurt by 'hecklers, was and its pride.
To the west of the line, about
Interrupted for 10 minutes by 15
youths chanting, "Free the 20 miles from the canal, life
SPORT SHIRTS you'll like . . . and Dad will like them, too. A
Panthers. Free ourselves. Pow- has slowed to a summer tempo
tremendous collection for your choosing. Permanent press dacas temperatures daily climb
er to the people."
ron-polyesters and cotton blends. Regular and Ivy League colover
one
hundred.
Humphrey urged the audience
Solid colors, stripes, checks and plaids. Many with well
lars.
Until
April,
marauding Israeli
to ignore the group and
known label.
war to
continued his speech, saying the warplanes brought
KNIT SHIRTS to please every Dad. Cool, easy-care knits in hi
most irdportant thing is athe gairo's doorstep, but a vast
crew and collar styles. Solid colors and stripes,
umbrella
of modern
people who inhabit this Earth new
and the rights they possess." weapons deployed throughout
Short Sleeve Knit
Police later arrested a 22-year- the Nile Delta has since
old man with a knife up his deterred them.
Closes for Siesta
sleeve.
New York City Mayor John Cairo closes down for a long
V. Lindsay, often a target Of afternoon siesta. Children are
FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM
those who advocate a ftrmer taking school examinations and
line ith college protesters, parents are preparing for
urged Williams College gra- holidays. An increasing number
duates to help form a new of tourists, filtering back after
political center committed to a disastrous slump in the
number of visitors after the six$499
"reasonable tactics."
day war of 1967, sip ice-cold
"Other Voices"
Easy-care dacron - cotton
Lindsay denounced extremes drinks in the air conditioned
blends, oxford cloths and
of left and right and said, "this luxury of the Hilton Hotel.
- others. Regular and butcenter is not a cdmpromise "It's rather difficult to
ton-down collars. White,
between unpromising extremes, Imagine we're in a country at
stripes, colors, 14 to 164.
war
here,"
says
James Phin, of
not a compromise with our
sleeves.
Short
451
West 136 Street, Riverdale,
conscience, but a cornmitmen
to change through rational Ill., as he toured the pyramids
in an air-conditioned bus.
means."
At the Uatversfrof Nebras- 'Egypt has come a long waPN:
since June, 1967, when Presha, Patricia Ryan, daughter of ident Gamal Abdel Nasser
Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. admitted the road to Cairo was
John D. Ryan, joined graduates open to the Israelis.
Famous WEMBLEY Quality
wearing white armbands to Nasser now has massed a
protest the war in Indochina.
formidable army of men and
Senate
Republican leader guns in depth along and behind
Hugh Scott, R-Pa., told gra- the canal.
duating students at Gettysburg
Barrages Will Increase
(Pa.) College to replace "vi- Artillery barrages are the
Regular and rechtied ties
olent rheterfe" with reasoned bread and butter part of
.. . in Dad pleasing patterns
Nasser's war of attrition which
and colors. We're featuring
•-•,•••••••
•
•414.1 Egyptian leaders say will
an unusually large and vari•
increase until they regain the
ed
collection.
Sinai territory through invasion
•
I• or peaceful negotiation.
They have paid a' fearful_
You'll enjoy wearing these well
• price in return. Sections of all
canal titles have been reduced
tailored slacks . . . and Dad will
to rubble. Only a few thousand
be delighted with a pair for
civilians are left to keep the
Father's Day. They're cool, daccities' vital machinery turning
ron-cotton blends, dacron-rayon'
and as many as 700,000 persons
blends and others. Wrinkle-reFamous
ADAM
have been evacuated from the
sisting. Solids and plaids.
to
zone.
42_
About 1,300 civilians have
been killed and countless other
wounded since the June war.
Egypt said it will stop short
Regular $5 and Si
Of full-scale war while its
Choose for yourself and
armed forces, eseecially its air
choose for Dad. We've shapes
force, is still training, but
Officials here have never been
and colorful bands to please
se optimistic that time is on
Men i every age groub. Pick
their side and the balance of
early! power is gradually tipping in
their favor.
•
Slacks that are style right, fit
right and comfortably. Solids
and patterns. Sizes 29 to 42.

LERMANS

Is Egypt
Really
AT War?
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You ...and Dad Too ... Will Like the Selection of
tstanding Values We're Offering for HIS Day!

`DAy

MX MERE •••• Ii11111INIE ZEST

,two
SPORT

Shirts, SHIRTS,S-H-I-R-T-S ... and More Shirts ...
Large and Varied Groups for Father's Day

ecxx eismr Three broken legs and only 2 weeks old! The
fawn was run over by a tractor and wound up at Ohio
State's veterinary clinic in Columbus. where casts were put
on the legs. Holding it is veterinary student Betty Burgess.

Searching The Truth
112 the raidst at a decadent society, in the tyrannical,
crumbling Roman Empire, first century Christians were
taught to pray for their rulers (1 Tim. 2: 1 - 3),.h000r
the King (I Pet. 2:17) pay taxes (Matt. 22;21). Obey
the laws that govermied them (Rom. is:1-7). They were
to seek the welfare of the very ones who persecuted
them! Only when Caesar's will contradicted the law of
God were followers of Christ to refuse obedience (Acts
5:29). Rattler than leading a protest march down Rome's
main street, disciples of Jesus preached and practiced
the principles of the gospel of peace. They possessed
tranquility in the midst of chaos.
Christians are supposed to be followers of the Christ.
(I Pet. 2: 21, 22) Even though His days were plagued
with governmental onpositicarand intrigue by the Herods
and Caesars never once did our Saviour try to overthrow
the government. He was not a leader of insurrection. He
had come to conquer sin, not the Romans.(Lk. 5:32; 19:
10) His kingdom is not of this world (Jo. 18:36), but it
Is a spiritual reign in the hearts and lives of men and
women. The warfare Christ wages is not with carnal
weapons but with the word of God. (II Cor. 10:3-5)
God made man. He ordained government. Let us be
very sure that we do not war against our Creator
by being rebellious toward " the powers that be."
Let Christians pray fervently for the rulers of all the
world that .'we may lead a tranquil life in all godliness"
(I Tim. 2: 1-3). The sooner all do this the more quickly
we can "hang the weapons on the will and study war
no more." Then shall the Prince of Peace smile upon a
world that has finally conic to its senses.
Jesus Christ was a revolutionary! No person who ever
lived has so turned the world upside down as did this
humble carpenter from Nazareth. yet, he led no riots,
protested neither violently nor nonviolently. Obedience to
law and order Is one of the basic tenets of the Bible.
Christ's folliftwers are taught to Valk in His steps ...
to follow His ezample" (I Pet. 2:21).
Larry Ray Halley
Address All Comments
1404 t'opiar Street
to Thomas Keaton

KNIT SHIRTS '*1\
199

25°

Another
reason to
come /to' clean
ti with"
•••%

t

Frosty_

Frosty

COT

Iceland&

LATF

NABISC

D

:•

MEN'S

YOUNG MEN'S

SWIM TRUNKS
299 399
Choose boxer style in colorful plaids and checks . .. or
latex stretch in solid colors
and fancies. Sizes for men,
young men and students.

SLIP-ON HOUSE SLIPPERS
SPEGIAL!!

Real Comfort for Dads

ANY
GARMENT

price

with similar garment et
the regular price.

4.4Perime••••••

72

STRAWS
399

Sanitone

/
1
2

TOAST

$499 to $8"

US.

-- 5 LOCATIONS —
49 YEARS SERVING MURRAY
............~~......••••••

FRUI
BAIR
1110C
Frady

SLACKSF'I

MEN'S TIES

I

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

FrestY

MEN'S DRESS AND SPORT

Moths.

BOONE

2g

DRESS SHIRTS
$299T

goodbye!

•

Whole

SPORT SHIRTS for Men _ Special! 1.

Our
guaranreea
mothproofing •
means

•
•

U.S.D.A.

/in Cool Short Sleeve Style

Famous

HiABGRKS
8°° to 14°°

SUNFLO

Plain or Sal
•

5 lb

Pick these for Yourself ...
and for Your Dad .. . He'll
be glad you did!

; Eggr

Menss, Young Men's

SPORT
COATS
$1500tos2999
Sport coats that combine smart
appearance with fine tailoring.
wrinkle-resisting daeron=
wool blends in solids, plaids and 7
checks. 29 to C.

WILL HOLD ON LAY-AWAY

EMU
t

,
t
/me

,

FATHERS DAYd

LERmAiNt
Soft and supple vinyls in brown. Sole crepe rubber
soles and heels. Trico lining. Sizes 6-1 to 11.

4

,N%

SELECT EARLY ... DEPOSIT
-COED MURDER" TRIAL
ChaeKeil wit h I ho. •
and last nulide:
Ann 'Aibor.
.man Collin.... 22. ti lii,
mecnred to
him waixt .1, h.. .
I
the W.lshten .w
Court
f A

MEA

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS TILL 8
P.M.

15 o

1970
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PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU JUNE 16th

7 a.m.§ 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Store,

Hours:
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

SIRLOIN STEAK

BACON

309

59c

Pawl

BEEF..TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

GROUND BEEF
*

FROZEN FOODS

iiiii
Frosty rhEs A—

*

PRODUCE

Peach - Cherry — — — — 20-oz.

illis .
CA:161sLI
Cd CORN
riffiSH

1 lb.

NABISCO

fir

OLD JUDGE

TOAST S

YELLOW CORN
TOMATOES
CANTALOUPES _ _ _
LETTUCE
CELERY __ _ _

10.. 2 450
10... 2 F°R 490
2 FR 350
VELVETTA

COFFEE

CHEESE

2 Lb. Limit

350

lb.

BAMA

19

S

JELLY

10

18 oz.
WHITE CLOUD

PHU

TOILET TISSUE

35

_.

5'
Gal.
SUNFLOWER

C
2 Rolls

JOHNSON'S Future

Plain or Self rising
•

MEAL
5 lb

Pt

'Ot

ASPARAGUS
No. 1 can

KING SIZE
190 ilk
IVORY vow x
,
ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON ;
PRICE
;
WITHOUT
84c
,
COUPON

- ,__.

1E000

.-----------'

sr

UMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE'

12 oz.

Johnson's Grocery Everyday Low Price

TIDE
•
Giant Size

5C

'

VAN CAMP

CLIP THIS COUPON

0-

1.7

Oz.

NESTEA

0
/
35
c
39
,
44._

15 oz.

10C

.

Deerwood

TOMATOES
No. 2 Y2 Can

Twin Baqs59t

3/$1.00

GODCHAUX -

L &M

,
65 101b.$1.25
-

SUGAR

TEA

With

Free Glass
.•

lb!
4
0
Limit 3

SNOWDRIFTPEPSI COLAS

,

EAGLE BRAND PORK &
MIX
3oan BEANS

bath Size

10 OZ. 6 PACK

3 lb.
•

150

99t

POTATO
CHIPS

CHEESE

2/59c

Stalk

SOAP

COOKIES .

Single Sliced
'

lqe

COFFEE
LAYS

KRAFT AMERICAN

Head

JERGENS..

4 oz

3/$

3V
39'

TASTER'S CHOICE
Freeze Dried

r

•

way Johnson's Grocery ;
AT
OMR emus June 16. 1970
•

39

6 Pack

KEEBLER

Old Fashioned Oatmeal
Old Fashioned Sugar
Vanilla Wafers
Fig Bars
11 oz.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

619

1qt

c?i

29

\C
NZP
\.)iL Ci
-10

WAX

119

Grape

3 Ears

19c

Plus Depot't
3/
Si

On Bottles
DEL MONTE
Sweetened

Ky. Beauty

4ek GRAPEFRUIT GREEN
MX
No.,13.EANS
JUICE

JOHNSON GROCERY
EXPIRES 7/4/70

"
0A,

4. PER FAMItY

®
.._

I
le

46 oz.

can

/
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Betty Blythe Says:
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Film Beauties of'20s,'30s More Glamorous
Than Those Who Adorn the Screen Today
Sy ROBERT J. RHODES
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—Betty Blythe,
one of filmland's all-time great
beauties, looked back across the
years as she compared the
glamor of today's young screen
actresses with that of her colleagues when movies were a
new form of entertainment.
In her opinion, the scales on
which glamor is weighed dip
In favor of the film beauties of
the 1920s and the 1930s. "The
girls were far more glamorous
then," she says, "and they knew
the value of making a good
public image and the need for
maintaining it."
In contrast, she adds, today's
young actresses largely are
without glamor, and those few
who do have it do not seem
bbiicerned about their public
image.

THISIDEONLY

40%

Int

5.

Daybook of America 1170-1810-1910

Choice property-cost
is up, up and away

Downtown Murray

for Daybook scrapbooks. Poor George
of
Britain, upon whom was thrust, unfairly,
all
blame for events in 1770-1775 that turned thirtee
n of the
provinces and colonies against the father country!
He was
a victim in a sense—as so many lesser folk have
been—of
the ignorance of physicians.
What was assumed in the onset of irrationality
as simple
manic depressive psychosis (to use termin
ology invented
later) was understood eventually to be the deterio
ration resultant from porphyria, a malfunction of the intesti
nal tract.
Years afterward, two English pathologists,, in
a search for
causative factors of this disease in prince
or pauper, traced
by deduction hereditary strains of porphyria
in George III
back to Mary Queen of Scots, mother of James
I of England.
George, a slow-learner (he couldn't read
until eleven),
lacking in realistic tutelage for kingship
and pliable, became
surrounded as Prince of Wales by
opportunists who sought
high-handed influence on his
kingship. As sovereign befora
he was twenty-one, George soon lost
as prime minister the
elder William Pitt, great statesman
and empire-builder of
George's grandfather & predecessor, George
successors the Earl of Bute and Marquis II. He chose as
of Rockingham,
before Pitt was induced to form
a new ministry in 1786. He
urged the repeal of the Stamp
Taxes and conciliatory gestures; he declared the excepti
onal tax imports upon the
colonists unjust, and opposed harsh
repressive measures.
With sporadic resistance continuing in
the Colonies, Pitt
could not temper George III's overwr
ought determination
that the Americans must be taught
some lessons in obedience to their sovereign. He quit
as minister in 1768, continued-to raise his voice strongly
in Parliament.
One Pitt speech in 1770 germinated
a memorable phrase:
"the power behind the throne.
" Alluding to designing advisers who abetted the feverish
;
Obstinacy of George III,
IT] Contemporary contemptPitt observed, "A long train of
those practices has, at
uous
silhoue
length, convinced me there is
tte caricature of something behind the throne
George III, who was born in
greater than the king himself."
June
1738.
That year, 1770, aporeciative
He was insane,
citizens in New York, with
Britain under a regency.
where a leaden statue of George
•
III at Bowling Green 'Ali the last
nine years of his reign.
to be pulled down by Sons of
Liberty and melted into bullets, placed a monument to Willia
m Pitt the Elder in Wall St.
Copyright it 1970, Clark KInnaird. Distrib
uted by King Features Syndicate

bedroorn*I. two-bath house, for
$160,000 to a purchaser from
California. Or thF-120-acre
and .175-acre farms within easy
driving distance of a new ski on New York's Corti Island,
TRICIA "AWAY"
in New Hampshsre Bethi• 32-room residence tind. 16
53 ARRESTED
ttei oi ground
appraised, at under $20,0
00 for $100000. s, said in 1939
The
l‘bert
a few Years ago, bothsau room
house includes seven ser- 'WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
ProlertY•
van
White House isn't saying, but
pets:
r nro
tzm
where are the $25,000 bar- this year at a price averaging sti
de
s
,
n
an
eseigh
o
use
t.b7driarg:oo
„
ATALANTA (UPI) — Police
Tricia Nixon apparently
gains, the good buys in the $85.000- all cash.
is
S306 and $40s, the $75800 Private island
heated greenhouse and garages\ vacationing with her best beau, have made 53 arrests and
Edward Finch Cox, at his seized $4,500 worth of hashish
choice properties?
for 18 cars. More than
Then, there is the Priw
a new
"
it years late' r, in 1961, the 20 parents' WesthaMpton, Long since establishing
In many cases they are the island, a sportsman's paradis
same
e, _ro r._ .801::::_wo
.
7u
,
10; Island, N.Y., summer
p,,„„.
precinct in Atlanta's hippie
same houses, back on the marhome,
heavily wooded and operat.ed silierevtod
lway_ ,`!_in_l
"
n.
ror::::::
:
e:
The President's elder daugh- district four days ago.
ket after. an interval of five
ter, 24, flew to New York
or
ten or more years - s
ao
limae
Monday and the White House
an interval in which increilsing fully 200sh°°8thin*OgotipareSa:Vthes care- Connecticut, a "gentl
Offtcers at the 65th Precinct
laid out. this sold in
eman's said she
will be away "several call the drug seizure the largest
demand, a growing scarcity of 1961 for $145,000, complete lam" - a house on 247 acres d
ays.
"
ever made in the city.
choice land for building, and With two winterized residen
ces, which sold for $45,000, in
Cox. 23, a Harvard
the pressures of inflation have barn with storage sheds, a pier,
law
:studen
t
and former member 01
pushed property values up and 350-foot driven well, telephone
Mayor Sam MasseLl, at the
Sounds like a price you
consumer advocate Ralph
up.
Na- urging of hippie leaders, sent a
service to the mainland and a might be able to afford - and der's
"Raiders,"
64-man police force into the
It's a familiar enough story 36-foot ocean cruiser. The you'd love
,247 acres
your few days at is spending a
in the everyday residential mar- property was resold in January for
area to combat growing drug
Dome
very sale
own.
pefore
Today
Tod
withou
eh
a
t
it is
s tq leaving for South
ket, but nowhere in the up- this year for close to S300,000 fQr
America for abuse and hOodlumism.
ange
the
summer.
ward spiral more evident than with the addition Only of a
$430.000,
in luxury properties.
dock and a $7,500 swimming
Browse, for example, pool.
through one of the real estate -k In the West -- Montan
a guijoiles poluliahed by Preview
s, Nviews sold a working ranch
IA., Hadar liroperties kw
sale %Iind recreation complex-in June
throughout the United States 3f 1963 for $180,0
00. At that
and in far-flung parts of the time it include
d a single-story
world.
"W ish book" browsing residence, ranch manager's chathough it may be for most of let, four log cabins for guests,
us, it makes fascinating read- iwimming pool, on 889 acres
ing. And the stories behind sith animal compound, game
some of the properties listed - paddock. stocked lake and
those listed more than once by ponds. Add a horse barn.
Previews, a national and inter- a gabled second slot) on the
national clearing house for real main house, a little more than
estate - trace clearly the rise five years and the -4'68.1e price:
in property values over the $256.000.
years..
Farther afield -- on the
A. P. Stevens, vice president French Riviera -- a luxurious
of Previews' New England divi- property. frequently referred
sion, says the demand for to as the most beautiful villa
choice land in this section of on the Riviera, was offered
the country is 24- 3-trialloi4er;: -4-1'reiriews in 1948- arid sold
are "paying prices over and for $80,000. Sold'once in the
above what the expert, in the interim, it was offered again
real estate field would tern through Previews in 1068 and
-.old for $1.2 million. The
the fair market value,"
All the New England States. oak real change -- addition
of a swimming pod.
he said, are experiencing
the
Or the Bahama island refact that 'the demand exceeds
treat of a famous entertainer"
the supply of residential
five-room main house,
sort property. People are rereened
gazebo, one-room
lizing that no matter what reathe gui--4 cottage
, boat house
demand, no more choice
acre- ilork on four acres With and
age. lake and shore
white
-fronta
ge
coral sand beach. In
is being manufactured.
er.
Bence, 1966 it sold for $75,00Octob
0. Topurchases like these:
gazebo enclosed to proThe 14-acre peninsula
on
guest quarters; guest cotthe Maine seacoast. sold J frt,
tage 'converted
caretaker,
years back for
$15,000. re- t carries a $150,0for
00 price tag.
sold last year, with
the addiBack to • the U.S. East
tion of an - attractive hr,',
- a prestige property
By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - You
c,.,anb the real estate want ads
for possibilities in your price
range. You see: $50,000, a
bargain, won't Tait; high $70,
good buy; $150,000, choice

AREHOUSE
SALE

THJUNUR
.
E 11

,12 NOON
SAVE
UP TO

SA
T.
JUN
11E1112. JUNE 13
till

8 P.M.

50%

AT
THIS SALE

Discontinued Mdse.
Overstocked Mdse.

+Used Refrigerarors & Freezers
+ New & Used Air Conditioners
+ Lawn Mowers + Tillers
+ Grilles + Lawn Furniture

STYLES FOR EVERYONE

,
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•Life Stride
•Miss America"

ADAMS

*

in old Honda bldg.

on Baby Jane's, and a select group
of Mid-Heel Plain
Pumps and Dress Heels with Bags
to Match. Available in silver, gold, bone,red,
green, grey, blue, brown,
black and black patents, styled
by

SHOE

*

at 4th & Sycamore

SAL

Up To

*

CANCELED ROLES ARE EMMY WINNERS—Hope Lange and William Windom, whose shows were canceled, hold their Enuny
awards in New York. Hers is for Best Actress in a Comedy
Series, -The Ghost and Mrs. Muir." His is for performance
In "My World sod Welcome To It."

"Why, they run in and out of
the supermarkets, in and out of
the smart shops, in and out of
the popular restaurants and
give the appearance of anything
except a movie star.' Betty
says. Most look like they need
a comb. Some even look like
they've slept in their clothes..
And Heaven knows there is
Betty Blythe at the height of her beauty and fame in
absolutely nothing glamorous
the Nineteen Twenties (left) and as she is today still
about bare feet - - even clean
highly concerned in her well-groomed appearance.
:afire feet"
the beauty and glamor of Its
quick to mention, doubts as to
• • •
women. But she will never rethe propriety of her appearance
MISS-BLYTHE often pushes
her words with great force. ceive a visitor until her nails In the costume she wore as the
-When we went out in public, have a new pink coating, her Queen of Sheba. Authentic, perwe made very sure we looked hair has been beautifully coif- haps. But proper' The costume
like what we were: young fed and her lips and eyebrows
have felt the touch of a make- was made of a bit of diaphanstars.
ous chiffon; a few beads hung
up brush.
Now 79, Miss Blythe lately
Betty spoke of this the other strategically.
has been confined to bed at the
Blue-nosed
day while cliatting with Mtiss
viewers were
Motion Picture Country HosShelby Livingston, a, forther shocked by it. "What an uproar
pital at Woodland Hills. less
film actress and now a cos- It caused in some quarters,"
than 30-minute drive from the
metics consultant. She said, Miss Blythe recalls. "But just
center of Hollywood.
"Why, child, I didn't even let look at how some stars are phoDespite her age, there are my servan
ts see me without tographed today. At least, I was
still traces of regal beauty that make-u
p, much less did I leave portraying someone historical;
was so evident when she made the house
until I not only was but they haven't even that expictures with Greta Garbo properl
y made up but also prop("Conquest" 19371. Dolores Cos- erly dressed
. Real glamor, you
tello ("The Glorious Betsy" know, involve
s both."
Los Angeles-born Miss Blythe
1938,, Irene Dunne
• • •
"Back
experienced extravagance in
an
Street" 1932) and Richard
THIS is Miss Blythe's defini- area most women
would like to
Cromwell ("Tom Brown of Cul- tion of glamor
be extravagant: clothes.
:
In
Lonver- 19311. It was the silent
It is something that comes don at a time long
before infilm "The Queen of Sheba" from within, an ineffab
le mix- flation she spenrB50,000 replenwhich established her in the ture of mystery and self-as
ishing
surher personal wardrobe;
1920s not alone as a star but edness and an indescr
ibable the purchases included fur
coats
as one of the screen's most warmth plus an eye-at
i
two
were chinchillai, 30 frocks,
tracting
glanaorous women.
figure and fac,a1 beauty and 101
p, r-s of phoes anf l99pe
With her visitors at the hos- of it encased in correct make- of hoe Sh5 did it te make r
the
pital she likes to talk about up and garb."
most o. h
the early days In'Hollywood and
There was, Misr Blythe was
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LINCOLN IN PENNIES
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I he 411,1,1

Ill

, rt. uoupei a year to make
• ki 80.000 pennies. Admiring
is Marsha Borowski.
'
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This column
tax matters is pi

Internal Revenw
service to taxpa
most frequently

Q) I boat my re
Can I get a &mho

A) Yes, report
the IRS service ct
you filed your retu]
will supply the fo
to apply for a rep

Q) What's the d
paying my second
tax installment for

A) Second quarte
income tax payme
be made by June 1
sure to use the -pri
voucher and envi
came with the Fos
tax package you
February.

Q) Is it true collei
aren't subject to i
withholding anymor
A) Last year's t

law makes it possibl
students to avoid
come taxes withhel,
tirne or summer j
certain conditions.
To qualify, the sti
have had no Fedei
'tax liability in 196
ticipate none this ye
is the case, the stud
notify his employer.
ers only Federal ii
withholding. Social
taxes will continue t
held.
This provision ol
affects any taxps
qualities such as re
ions and others who
part-time.

Q) Aren't tax rata
to be lower for si
payers?

Al Yes, beginuini
tax rates will be 1
single taxpayers. TI
will reduce the tax
*bee people to no r
'20 percent greater t
a married couple Ng
on this same income
return.
Q) If my son earns
on his summer job, v
Illy exemption for hi:

le A) The

amount
child's earnings will n
his dependency statu
under 19 at the ea
year or was a fullat for some part a
e months of the
eh a case, you may
to claim his exemptsc

it

Murray Resid
Attend Confet
In Clarksville,
-ikvaire Wit:Mises
ray area were am
attended a wed

t

veStion at Clarksville,
caging to George R.
priding minister of
rat Congregation.

Xandarra said he '
vention is going t
nits effect on az
eat."

l

What we learned a
veistion we are going t
ins with people we
each week in our put
try," he said. "There a
Wt. of homes in this a
members of the col
conduct free home BI
lesons and we inten
this feature of our
more attention."
One of the main I
the assembly was th
of new ministers
morning. The speak
!sinister, Kelsey B.
-Today, most peoplei
is turned to the dill
trying to live and get
tally rather than tur
aqzntion to the One
remedy all of earth's
It IL. good to see on
are now dedicating 1
to Him, the Creator
and symbolizing theit
dedication to Him by
tight."

ardeinedaaahop
is

ajo litilian, has
to a bishoi
inli of Jesus
ioistv
tt
iier
iy
al
mai

tilik %hairnet Church
Indians, was man
se twer a rove,
t • campur of Brighti
fuser-its in lift,11
where he
%orh. taking
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Shop at Your Convenience
11 a. m. to 11 p. in.
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST

74filiap (ur /he' -tie:of/et Less
AT...
y

0ERo.7,.

•• •

STAMPS
Double All Day Tue. & Wed.
Prices in This Ad Good

This column of questions and answer
s on federal
tax matters is provided by the local
office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is publish
ed as a public
service to taxpayers. The column
answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

•

WEDNESDAY

-°7ites."10:6::;rewwwi—imei,., .< ...,

Q)I lost my refund cheek.
Citn !let a duplicate?
1 A)
Yes, report this loss to
the IRS service center where
you filed your return and they
will supply the forme needed
to apply for a replacement.
Q) What's the deadline for
plying my second estimated
tax installment for 1970?
A) Second quarter estimated
income tax payments should
be made by June 15, 1970. Be
sure to use the -pre-addressed
voucher and envelope that
came with the Form 1040ES
tax package you received in
February.
• .Q) Is it true college students
n't subject to income tax
thholding anymore?
i A) Last year's tax reform
law makes it possible for some
students to avoid having income taxes withheld on parttime or summer jobs under
certain conditions.
To qualify, the student must
have had no Federal income
-tax liability in 1969 and anticipate none this year. If that
is the case, the student should
notify his employer. This covers only Federal income tax
withholding. Social Security
taxes will continue to be withheld.
'This provision of the law
affects any taxpayer who
iralifies such as retired persons and others who may work
part-time.

w

through Tuesday.
We Redeem U S. Gov.
Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right to Limit

BAAlCoOiNs

as you provide more than half
his total support and the other
tests are met.
Q) I lost the form I used to
deposit the taxes I withheld
from my employee's wages.
Where can I get more?

x'.•

EMGE
PIONEER
SLICED

S. INSPECTEDIll ittlb

LB.49C

TENDER SMOKED

A) Contact your local IRS
office or service center for Federal Tax Deposit Form 501.
When you make your fequest,
give your name, business flank,
address, and employer identification number. Also indicate
the type of tax, tax period
and number of forms you need.

pcmcs
U.

co

i

W HOLE
LB.

.

SMOKED
to 8 lbs.
average

6

SHANK PORTION
LB.

JOHNSON

Q) My daughter was honored
as the best student in her
graduating class and was given
a $100 savings bond. Is this
taxable?
A) If she won the bond for
her overall educational record,
then it probably is not taxable.
Prizes are taxable if the winner had to perform a specific
act such as write an essay or
do a project.
The general rule is that
prizes given in recognition of
past accomplishments in educational fields are not taxable
if the recipient is selected
without action on his part and
is not expected to render future services as a condition of
receiving the award. The same
rule applies for prizes in religious, charitable, scientific,
artistic, literary or civic fields.
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Ends & Pieces
Theus
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. BACON ib.19t '
Freshwater
'GIANT SIZE
2 4*. 'CATfiSli Ib.89C '
90

SL ICED

Washington
Window

A) Yes, beginning in 1971
tag rates will be lower for
single taxpayers. The change
WM reduce the tax paid by
By STEWART HENSLEY
!Ingle people to no more than
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pres-20 percent greater than what ident
Nixon's reluctance to send
a married couple would pay
on this same income on a joint an American ambassador to
Cambodia reflects the adminis,—return.

,
.,
,
•,
.,
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Q) Aren't tax rates supposed
to be lower for single taxpayers?

•
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tration's great uncertainty over
/ .11
C
,
. Q) If my son earns too much the future of that country.
jars
STRAINED i' 1 I
,
Even more, it is a measure
his summer job, will I lose
V
'
'
exemption for him?
Of the Presicient's desire to
A) The amount of YOB' hyoid any diplomatic move
BAKE MASTER
ehild's earnings will not change which might be laterpreted as
Maxwell House
his dependency status if he is Increasing the U.S. commitunder 19 at the end of the ment to defend the new antiar or was a full-time stu- Communist regime of Premier
C
IIP
‘
nt for some part of each of LOG Nol.
25 lb. pkg.
e
months of the year. In
pound can
14111 Nol has been pressing for
,
ch a case, you may continue weeks
for the appointment Of a
to claim his exemption as long ftaftedg
eo U.S. ambassador to
Seal
1111 the post in Phnom Peak
lb.
which is now held by a foreign
1111
Blue Seal
bag
service officer, Lloyd M. Rives,
bag
9C
acting as charge d'affaires.
Cambodian officials complain
Miss Liberty
that they "can't do business"
. %%%%%%%%........,.. ....,.%%%%%.
Chefs delight
Armours
%%%%%%....
Lwitt Rives and his small staff
;\
z,
!of slightly more than 12.
LIBERTY COUPON ----.
12
oz.
can
However, the real reason for
59C
'
i
Festival
Array area were among those seeking
Sweet
a U.S. ambassador and
Solid
who attended a weak-end con- larger
e
%
yeation at Clarksville, Tenn, an- believed American staff is
for $1 '
to stem from a desire
:ceding to George R. Bandarra, to
have a greater manifestation
presiding minister of the Murof U.S. interests in Cambodia's
,
TURNERS
couponpurch
$c5i.
gs0
raVe Congregation.
future, with an accompanying
GRADE
i
w
a
ditdhi&tti
purchase,
greater possibility of getting
Jumbo
Randarra said he "feels the the United States more
hotoinsbal,voem
xcAluFdTeER
d
C
directly
vention is going to have a involved.
,
doz.
/
site effect on area residGAL.
Lon Nol last week sent an
JUNE 16, 1970 Roll
ents."
ambassador to his country's
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ARMOURS
AW*\,
.."%,
Y
Washington mission, presuma'What
'4
we learned at the con- bly
DI
BELL
E
In
an
effort
to prod the
venation we are going to be sharUnited States into reciprocal
ing with people we talk With
action.
U.S. officials say,
each week in our public minisCAN
try," he said. "There are a num- however, that,it is not going to
have
any
effect
on
Nixon's
Pound Box
ber of homes in this area where
members of the congregation determination for the foreseeable
future
to keep the Phnom
MORTONS
- conduct free home Bible study
STOKLEYS Orange or Grape
lessons and we intend to give Penh post in the hands of a
this feature of our ministry lower level officer.
The American commitment
more attention."
to Cambodia so far has been
46
ca°rizs. $
1
EA.
One of the main features of limited to the provision of $7.9
million
in military equipment,
the assembly was the baptism
of new ministers Saturday with consideration of a further ,
Friskie
morning. The speaker, circuit military aid program for the •
Shasta
LIBERTY COUPON
Savory Penh
•,,
1c6anosz si
minister, Kelsey B. Crist, said fiscal year beginning July 1.
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Nixon, Secretary of State
Today, most peoples attention
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is turned to the difficulties of William P. Rogers and other
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Sweetheart ,
tiling to live and get by meter yfficials have said U.S. troops
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Lally rather than turning theit will never be used to defend
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atlention to the One who can Lon Nol's government or any
relnedy all of earth's problems other Cambodian regime.
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There is no doubt that Nixon
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and symbolizing their complete
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trestees gave Emmys to the
emus of the three network
BIRMINGHAM,
England
making (CP1)-Declaring that "I have
departments,
sews
Verbally clear this was a vote of had enough of the younger set
confidence despite some recent who loaf around," retail comcriticism of video journalists. pany owner Edward Dunn say
At another point in the shoW, he will hire workers only if
Vice President Agnew was seeu they are over 50 years old.
in an excerpt as a news critic.
"I have reached this decision
Another unusual award went by bitter experience," Dunn
By RICK DU BROW
sponsor
to the 3..M Company, a
said. -I am intending to go in
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The
cited fur upgrading television for a big expansion this year
Emmy Awards, sponsored as taste. \ ou can imagine that
and the under-50s need not
usual by such significant show
love that over at
business contributors as a fried they'll just
any rate, it certainly
* * *
chicken company and a ci- Xerox. At
know video is being
garette firm, were presented on Is swell to
upgraded, and who's doing it Fissile frolic
ABC-TV Sunday night.
chicken
the fried
besides
HELSINKI - (UPI)IrdliotOne thing, though, about this
cigarette firm called to quiet a part) on a
particular prizegiving ceremony company and
Emmys.
ship in Helsinki's harbor found
of the television industry: it that sponsored the
Well, anyway, presenter-as- a naked man hanging over the
wasn't dull. When it was badConrad mispro- ship's side trying to drag a
for instance, in Patty Duke's tronaut Charles
top large net aboard. In the net
embarrassingly pretentious ac- nounced the name of a
government figure were a stru ling
man and
ceptance speech- it was so American
who had narrated a documenta- woman, both nude. The three
awful that it was fascinating.
the
explained
to
ry,
and
Cavett
were charged with being drunk
And when it was goodChiefly through the hosting audience: "Reading isn't re- and disorderly.
efforts of Bill Cosby in quired in space." Conrad, who
Hollywood and Dick Cavett in got a big introductory hand
New York- it provided some from the audience, took the Growing Vancouver
worthwhile amusement. They needling with good nature.
VANCOUVER,B.C.(UPI)Naturally there were many
are very cool characters, Cosby
The population of Vancouver
there
nonsensical
awards,
as
and Cavett, and they brought
Canada s third largest city, has
just the right contemporary always are. And of course some topped 1 million, says a report
"My
liked
canceled
series,
attitude.
from the Greater Vancouver
In fact, they present a World, and Welcome to It," regional district planning desplendid irony for those who were honored too late to save partment.
think in stereotypes. For Cosby, them. Personally, I liked one
Growth rates in the Greatet
a black humorist, rarely dwells particular Cavett line about the Vancouver area have exceeded
video
two
seen
"We've
year:
on social messages, preferring
forecasts and its population
to let his understated cool say revolting families using a can will double over the next 3C
It all as he deals with universal of Right Guard."
years, the re_port predicted.
nonsense. On the other hand,
Cavell, a white comedian, is
more likely to have a pointec
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
social edge in his talk.
SUMG10
ACROSS
5.Con1uncti00
Graceful winning
OOM 030OR 12IM
•
.
rood
to
6-Gave
300000
02O@MO
Miss Duke stopped the stion I-Greek letter
7-Fixed period
00A OB000
of time
-absolutely dead-In accepting 4-Gentle
6-Pronoun
MO MOO
8-Put awi5'ws
an Emmy for her performance 11-Way out
safekeeping
MOO NOD 00000
9-Jump
in the video movie "My Sweet 12.Wondy plant
OH MOU MOO UM
13-Rocky 5111
retch
1111113OU MOM MOO
Charlie." She seemed to think 14.A state (abbr.) 10-Bitter
11-Goddess of
MOM MOM@
discord
15-Sailor
(collog.)
she was Sarah Bernhardt or
17-Sags
16-Coniunction
AMMO QOM
something. Spacing her words 19.0octrine
18.Gram
WISDOM MOODOO
20-Cut
out
with
great pompouds 21.0rink slowly
000 OMOOM ORO
23-Deface
22-Predicaments
slowness, she was at first pure 24-Cesse
MOO Ma9lEla
25-Remuneration
10
camp, then unintentionally hila- 26-Fruit seed
27 Pedal digit
29 Falsehood
rious and finally embarrassing. a-Narrate
59-Stitch
31-Existed
43 One who
30 limb
apprehends
60-Mohammedan
It has been said that one skrienod
leader
35-Expire
32 Sink in middle 46 Recent
trouble with youth is that ll 36-Teutonic
61 Wilting
48 Prohibit
imolement
50 Globe
deity
doesn't know bow to accept
36-Worm
63-Gratuity
52 Stair post
Englenders 37 Rodent
victory gratefully. And this was
67-Chinese mile
53 Abound
example
Short
39
sleep
Secure
69-Symbol
55
for
the problem early in the show
57 Hebrew letter
tantalum
40- Turf
when such acting winners as
Indian
Karen Valentine of "Room 44.Ferna4 (callow)
45
of
222," James Brolin of "Marcus -Measure
weight
Welby, M.D." and Gail Fisher 47.Pierce
-Church bench
of "Mnnix" gave the program 49
51-Depression
all the style of the "The Dating 54".Dance steO
56-Soak up
Game."
54-Tiny
None was properly prepared, SAPeey ruler
and their remarks were so 62 Soak
•
immature as to make one 64 Pronouh
cringe. On the other band, such 65 The esti
66 Tumbled
veterans as Anne Bancroft and 6" Newsom:iv
Peter Dstinov, who appeared in paragraph
prizewinning spec ial s, and ''. Armed conarct
. Wile of Geraint
Robert Young, star of "Marcus Crony (colloo
Welby, M D" radiated the
DOWN
dignity of complete professionals who are up to any occasion. W
2 Note of scaie
News Awards
3 Unit of
In a special award, the Siamese currency
television academy's board of 4 Denude
DI t r b. United Fe tare Syndicate, ,sc.
10
Seniors preferred

Television
In Review

both 79 years old were the oldest riders.
Michael Wicker, 4 years old, was the
youngest rider. Pictured left to right are:
Sam Barrett, Gary Wicker, and Amos
Workman. Michael Wicker is not pictured.

PARTICIPATED IN RIDE - Persons of all
ales participated in the trail ride at the Land
Between The Lakes sponosred by the
WKHA. Amos Workman, Wranglers Club,
Murray, and Sam Barrett, North Marshall,

Marine pays
old fine
SALEM, Ore. (UPD—In
1953 a Marine visiting here
was given a ticket for jaywalking.
In April, 1970, the Marine,
a retired Oklahoma state
Los
living in
Angeles, wlkled,jnto the Salem
S2.50
City Hall and pat
fine-with all7 50 tip.
"1 didn't have the 12.50 to
pay the fine then, and it has
always bothered me.- said
Thomas Melton.

'Deo&
Tell parents the truth
about girl friend
By Abigail Van Buren
writing this not for myself, but for a
.DEAR ABBY:
friend."Miss X" is a beatliful, intelligent 22-year-old girl who
had an unfortunate romance wben she was 15. This resulted
In a hurry up marriage and a baby. She was divorced at 17.
She met and fell in love with David, a floe young man
who knows about her past, but loves her and her child and
wants to marry her. David was raised a Catholic, but he teal
devout. [However, his parents, for whom he has much love
and respect, are strict Catholics.1
David is taking Miss X to meet his parents [they live out
of town] before they announce their engagement. Naturally
Miss X wants David's parents to like her, and I'm sure they
will, after they get to know her because she is such a terrific
girl, but don't you think since they're so Catholic, if they are
told right off the bat that she's a divorcee with a 6-year-old
child, they might be prejudiced against her?
'Wouldn't it be better if David's parents met her.and had
a chance to know her and like her, and then they were told
MISS X'S BEST FRIEND
about her child and divorce?
DEAR FRIEND: It strikes me as rather strange that a
youag man who "loves and respects" his parents would
suddenly appear with a fiancee on his arm without having
'mentioned to them that he had marriage in mind, plus a few
vital facts about the girl. But since that's the case, I think
Miss X and David should tell them right off the bat that she's
a divorcee with a child. To deliberately withhold these facts
until after they get to "know her better" would be dishonest,
and would surely cause resentment when finally disclosed.

GEORGE DID IT — George
Wallace sighs autographs in
Montgomery .after winning
the Democratic gubernatorial nomination in Alabama. Behind him daughter
Loe gives a victory sign.

DEAR ABBY: _My problem is a brother-in-law, age 67,
who makes improper advances to my 88-year-old mother.
This started a few years ago. He is so sly, he makes sure he
isn't seen by his wife (my sister], but I have caught him at it
and so has the housekeeper. He obviously needs help? But
how? And who? I can't visualize this man going to a
psychiatrist. Why he doesn't even go to church! Do you think
I should speak to him? He isn't really what anyone can call
"mentally unbalanced"-except in this one area of behavior.
When he is around Mama we have to watch him every
moment. Thank you for any help you can over.
CONCERNED
DE AR CONCERNED: Yes, speak to him about K.[He is
probably becoming senile, so tett to him as if yew were
speaking to a "naughty boy "1 And for goodness sakes, deal
ever leave your poor mother alone with him. M. S. It
wouldn't hurt to ask your family doctor for his °pinkie.)
DEAR ABBY. This is in regard to "MOTHER," who was
worried about her son seeming to want punishment.
I am only 15, but I have heard many friends say they
thought their parents didn't really love them or care about
them because they were rarely punished.
I believe that most kids NEED to be punished when they
do wrong. It may be hard for parents to understand,
especially when the child puts up a fight, but after the tears
are gone and all is forgiven, the kids will have a much more
secure feeling because they know their parenLs care enough
about them to keep them on the right path
PIJNISHMENT NECESSARY
DEAR PUNISHMENT: You
are very -wise,

may
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Ware in Japan
TOKYO (1111)-The average
Japanese wage earner received
64,333 yen ($179) per month
in 1969, the Labor Ministry

reports. The average pay figure
includes troth base salary and
special allowances which Japanese firms traditionally pay then
workers.
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I JUST

MAYBE I WAS AFRAID 10 FIGHT
I* PROUD OF you, CHARLIE f3fCtUN
HIM_ I DONI__KNOIALI_DON'T L_NOL) AAAVBE 4(JO'LL RE ABLE TO
EVEN REALLY CARE..THE MAIN
START FACING SOME OF LIFE$
TING IS, I FELT BETTER...
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THE GLOVE..
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by Ernie Bushnuller

be "only 15"-but you

What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Boa 69740. Los Angeles. Cal.
9*069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope. ,
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." send SI te
Abby. R011t tree. Los Angeles, Cal 10069.
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by "Roto-Rooter Service"
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ROOST GROGAN
Community Service
Officer

IVIROD(JCTORN UFFEK . . .
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Call (With This Coupon)
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Hook Insv We Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc
YG Fist Main Street
Phone 753 7921
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I GET IT!!

I SET IT!!

TRIAL
IAIDASERSHIP

WHAT?

BIG SWINGER
3000
ROCKSUDE CRUSHES BUS—Smashed by a
rockslide, this bus was found near Churin
the worst earthquake in Penes
after
history. Four persons on the bus were
vian government estimates
killed. The Peruthe 'quake's death toll may go
to 30,000.
(Radiophoto)
er he advanced quickly? if he
are from the revised edition,
were alert to the philosophy the
published by American Book
fifth and sixth graders were being
Company, Cincinnati.)
taught , be could not only grasp
the beauty and lessons in the
WITH NOLEN STACY "Corn Song," "The Village Blacksmith," "Barefoot Boy," "A
Psalm of Life" and "Thanatopsis," but could master arithmetic and spelling and acquire an
advance ; vocabulary-an advancThe one room school with it's ed respect for his elders, his
McGuffey Readers, Ray's Arith- school building and his country.
metic and Blue Back speller was • It was not a perfect era; none
a wonderful place. Ask any old- Is. But it was almost-seemingly
timer.
of course, these sameold-timers
•
While he is telling you about will tell about walking bur and
Herbert
the Friday afternoon's spelling eight miles to school and back
bee, he is reliving his own child- through rain, sun,sleet and snow,
hood and will complete his part but first they had to help with
of the conversation by stating farm chores- and last they had
that school problems today could to help with farm chores. On hot
be solved by bringing back the one days the linsey-woolsey scratchroom school and the McGuffey ed and toes picked up briers.
Reader, He might be right.
Girls got their hairbows untied
In Johnson County the Young and calico frocks sometimes drop
Historians Club has reconstruc- gged in the dust...slates had to
ted on the grounds of Johnson be erased with a sticky palm._
Central High School the log school X's and O's had to be a message
built in 1889on McKenzie Branch. on a slate sneaked to the next
In Morgan County, where a new bench under watchful eyes of a
high school is being planned, teacher with a paddle in hand.
there might be a part of the
Always, the oldtimers quote
grounds set .aside on which to lines from two poems. If only
locate the one room log school they could "Backward,turn backthat now stands on SpUtwood ward, 0 Time, in your flight Creek of Paint Creek.
Make me a child again, just for
An educator in Rowan County to-night"
would like to reconstruct a one
"ANNULMENT" — Ohio Reroom school in Morehead where
Wile other, "What I Live For" publican Chairman John S.
it *add be open to the public
A talk with anyone who attend- Wand on pp. 91 and 92 of the Andrews announces in Columbus what may be hot uned a one room country school revised edition 'of McGuffey's
Is a rediscovery of principles Fifth Eclectic Reader, contains precedented decision, that
stressed in that era when hones- a message relevant to any age- the Ohio Republican Executy, thrift and kindness were as tut particularly the age of the tive Committee has asked
the nominees for state treasmuch a part of the curriculum 1970s:
I live for those who love me, urer, Robin T. Turner, and
as "readin', ritin' and rithmetFor those who know me true; attorney general, John Heric."
For the heaven that smiles bert, to remove themselves
Talks with those who attended the one room are revel:Jog. above me, And awaits my spirit, from.. the November ballot.
They were nominated in the
Some can recite complete poems too;
For the cause that needs assis- May primary
memorized decades ago. One man
then came
disclosures of less-than-legal
said he could start at the first tance,
For the wrongs that need re- loans to business firma from
page of his early McGuffey Reathe state treasury, and camders and quote line for line sistance,
For the future in the distance, paign donations from a new
each page.
And the good that I can do. ftrrn-that - collected He would blink back tears
(Note McGuffey Reader quotes
fees in the transactions.
as he did so-but one must remember those were sentimental years when a student would
love a teacher as one of his
faro Hy.
He could have the same teacher through all eight grades
and sometimes the last grade
more than once fur frequently
an °Yet:inter went through the
eighth grade three times, not because he failed but because it was
too far to the high school.
It is true there were few books
then, textbooks and otheridse.
Those they had were read and
reread, studied and memorized
...perfect "brainwash" in matters of old fashned principles.
The last parr4graph in a first
reader admonled students to
be kind to all
"do not waste
your time in school."
In a second reader Ralph Wick
was a fine boy, but "too apt to
cry" when he did not have his
way. Not all grads of the one
room school will remember the
name John in their McGuffey
Third Reader, but they remember the story "The Wolf" and
Its lesson. And in the same
reader-note that this Is in the
third-grade reader-there is the
story, "Beware of the First Dig.
nk," and that much-remembered
poem, "Which Loved Best?" In
the Fourth Eclectic Reader-as in
each of the six readers-family
love and solidarity is emphasized
In the poem "Whirl?"
This praise of the one mom
school and the McGuffey Readers
Is not meant as a put down fur
education today. Nothing stays
the same; not even one,second
can be recalled in perfect sop
mace, and as they change so 6
"'ee
most methods and theories.
Bet the one room school had a
INS Of A SKYJACKING-FOR-RANSOM An FBI Went (top
lot going for it. Methods as modleft) leaGi Auther G. Barkley, the Arizona bakery truck
era as NOW, concepts as useful
driver who hijacked a TWA jetliner and demanded $100
today as a century ago and prinmillion ransom from the U.S. Treasury, into U.S. District
ciples as ageless as man's beCourt In Alexandria, Va., for arraignmen4 Barkley
was
ginning were the most important
captured after a scuffle aboard the plane at Dulles
Interparts of that era_
national Airport, Washington. in which the
pilot. TWA
A gifted first or second-grader
Capt. Dale Wipe (lower right) was shut In the
abtkinen.
was taught in the same room with
!An-et-Wt. Barkters wife. Suir"On '
PTIoenix.aAriz...her
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690
79C
89

8"
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31i3tc: 1
5% Oz. 10
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Margarine
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Lieh.
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Are Missions
Of Mercy
By BARNEY SEIBERT
DA NANG, South Vietnam
(UP1)- The
Army
calls it
"Dustoff." To the Marines the
YELLOW RIPE
assignment is "Med Erie."
Whatever the terminology,
the medical evacuation helicopter's mission is mercy.
At the controls of the Marine
TEXAS HONEY SWEET
Sea Knight this day is 1st Lt.
Bruce Jensen, 25, Spokane,
Wash., a slender, blond man.
His copilot is dark haired 1st
SUNKIST JUICY
Lt. John Narney, 24, Aurora,
Ill., who has been in Vietnam
only a week and is still learning
the landmarks.
TENDER HOME GROWN
Others aboard the chopper
are crew chief Cpl. Kerry
Wages, 20, Fort Worth, Tex.;
Navy Hospital Corpsman Scotl
Pearson, 37, New London,
Conn.; and gunners, gunnery
Sgt. Ernie H. Lambrighti 35,
BUSH CHOPPED
KELLOGG'S
Elberton, Ga.„, and Lance Cpl.
Bob Wellington, 20, Oklahoma
City.
Hneys For Protection
To protect the Sea Knights
there are two UH1 Huey
18-oz.
helicopter gimships of 167
Squadron, armed with eight
machine guns and rockets. The
Sea Knights each carry two .50
YELLOW SOLID
caliber machine guns.
KRAFT VELVEETA
During one of the trips to the
sanctuary, Jensen gets an
emergency call.
A patrol of the 5th Marine
CHEESE
2 Lbs. 35°
Regiment has clashed with a
Communist force in the treelined rice paddies of Arizona
2 Lbs. $1.29
territory, a Communist sanctuary since the Vietnam War
began. Between two hamlets of
the My Hiep village complex, 12
miles southwest of Da Nang are
three seriously wounded men,
awaiting removal to a hospital.
Over the landing zone there is
no sign of hostile fire but
Jensen descends in a series oi
% GeL
tight turns to make it appear
the helicopter is out of control
and crashing.
Reds Not Deceived
But the Communists are not
1 qt.
deceived by his maneuver. As
he levels out to make the final
descent, they open fire from
the nearby tree line.
WITH THIS COUPON
Wellington, manning ,the starboard .50 caliber, fires a burst
PRICE
WITHOUT
in reply. Wages, at a window
COUPON
alsead of Wellington, opens tg
(moo
with his M16. Jensen pours on
ONLY
PARKER'S
power to the twin turbines and
AT
climbs away.
OFFER EXPIRES. 6/18/78
In the Huey gunship are Mai.
CSD
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
John S. Martin, 34, Nashville,
4116
Ado, the pilot,
1st Lt.,
the copilot, and the gunner, Cpl.
11111111111
James Golden, 21, Utica, N.Y.
Martin comes in for a firing
3 lb 1 az
pass. Boyer launches a salvo of
GIANT SIZE
rockets which drive the(ommu.
nist back into the trees.
Jensen turns the Sea Knight
for another approach and as he
levels off to land the Communists again open fire. Wellington fires a burst in reply and
0000
the Sea Knight, unharmed,
ONLY
PARKER'S
AT
settles to the ground.
Load Wounded
OFFER EXPIRES 6/18/78
The Marines on the ground
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
dash from cover amid the tattat-tat of Communist AK47 fire
and load the wounded aboard.
There are only two stretchers
SHOP
on the Sea Knight and the
Marines on the ground must
retain their only stretcher for
possible use later, so the least
seriously wounded man must lie
on the floor.
As the Sea Knight soars
away, Martin comes in br
another firing pass and Boyer
sends another salvo of rockets
Into the Communist position.
Returning
to
Dan Nang,
Num)
, said, "Do you realize
the whole thing took less than
an hour from the time we first
got the emergency call until
they were in the hands of a
doctor. It was only 15 minutes
from the time we flew to the
KREY ALL-MEAT
area. If it weren't for Med
LEAN MEATY PORK
Evac, two of those men would
have died before they got to a
hospital."
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69e 16_0z.

50 GALLON aquarium
pical fish. After five p
753-7590.
TWO GARRARD turn
One Gibson amplifier. C
bicycle. 1970 Maverick c
Fairiane 500 station ws
air. Phone 753-1407, al
p. m.

Adak

OLD FASHION LARGE
lb.

59t BOLOGNA
in The Piece

Lb. 39t

#
18 14k4 3

EXTRA NICE Dune
Phone 753-4514 after 4:1

Meht

PIE SHELLS
FISH STICKS
POT PIES
BROCCOLI SPEARS Frosty..
GREEN PEAS
MIXED VEGETABLES ____
Ole South

Frosty Seas

2 in a Pkg.

8-oz. Pkg.

3 F°R $1

SMOKED JOWL
FRES
H CUT UP CHICKEN PART
lb. 59. NECKS and
lb. 15*

THIGHS
WINGS

Frosty Acres

lb. 49*
_ lb. 29*

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

FOR SALE OR TR/
TWO LOTS on Blood
valued at $1200.00. (
pick-up or tractor equip
equal value as trade.
436-5534.
SLINGERLAND
Blue
drum set, complete wit
bats and other deerahl4
ment. Call 753-5763.

Morton Meat - Turkey, Beef, Chicken

_ _ _ lb. 49* BACKS

19" PORTABLE tlev11.
excellent
condition,
Plea. call 703-2152 or'

USED UPRIGHT Piano
and used range, $25.00.
3366 from 7 to 5.

GOOD SEASONING MEAT

BREAST
LEGS _ _ _

CRUSHED STONE an
Call, we deliver one
1,000. !red Gardner '

ORNAMENTAL Iron W
equipment and stock.
in Wait Ky.• city. Only
'Perms. ByerfInder, Sikes

CARTON

Field's
Worthrnore

11,. A...in blies or

Sei)tt made this
di:glossing the
continent in
%sseisiblies• work with namedifs addicts :mil oilier troubled
%trill!' in - 11te eiwintr%'S inner
'cities. Ile said the work had
ischie‘eil Anne :11% Crap' 0111'41.,-.
I :ailed Tref' I thillIVIlge. $1'
to
‘,4111illie`A Of I.04
drug rifilicts. jinenile
and Areel g.ings IWg:111
I 'rill. !"1114 e 011'11. 2(1
11.1114,1e Iell,Cr', ha% V' !Men
fro MI i'itj*t
461...11eil III 1.1111!
.

FARM BUREAU hot
*Mem sackhe and bri
75.43466 after 7:00 p. z

ARE

WIENERS :
:
2 49t SPARE RIBS

SPRINGFIEI.1). 110.0
peopk would estardish a
ineaningful personal relationship with Cod the wouldn.t
need drugs. alcohol or Otber
escape mechanisms sa%, the
iticv. Charles 9..H. Scott. in,r-t'ant general superintendent

JUNE SPECIALS: Tie
Genuine Ford five for
cutters, $400 each. T
Rotary Hoes, $1.50 erre
al ipood mowers. Billin
see Tractor Company.
94 EL

GRAPE

WHERE THE

Back to God

SIX MONTHS old AKC
ed Chihuahua, lanai
brawn. Phone 753-801

DRINK

TIDE
ONLY

SAV ING

1800 MOBILE HOME,
metal storage buildir
sidewalk, 7% loan ca
mined, 753-8380 after

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style

CORN

39f

10oz.

2F°.35°
2 39°
FO R

LOFTY pile, free from
the carpet cleaned wit
Lustre. Rent electric i
oar $1. Western Auto,
"The Wishing Well".

irs

trrific the way we
ing Blue Lustre to des
and upholstery. Rent
oosr $1. Big K.
LOST-11 FOUNC

wUPLR

AnAPC4f

FOUND: A beautiful tw
grown collie. It has 1
white stripe around necl
toes on down one leg.
two white legs with bro,
one brown foot, one whi
His back is brown and
The dog has a beautifu
If this is your dog pie
435-5115
-
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WEDNESDAY - JUNE 10, 1970
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
WANTED: Nurses aides to work
2:30 to 11:00 p.m. shift in mod- WANTED: Man for General
ern air conditioned building. Store work. Steady job. Must be
nursing bed patients, etc. Mea- booed and willing to work
Answer giving references to
dowview
Retirement Home. P.
0, Box 32 K, Murray, Ken
Phone Farmington 345-2116.
tacky.
J-10-C
BABY SITTER starting June COOK WANTED, days. For bn
J-I5-C
15th throughout summer semes- terview call 7514478
ter of college. Please call
753- WANTED: Experienced sales
7619.
J-13-P persona to work in shoe departmeet at Uncle Jeff's. Apply in
person Monday, June 13 it 10
SERVICE MAN WANTED
a. m. for interview.
Supervisory job, must be experienced ih all phases of
FOR DEBIT INSURANCE, guarrefrigeration. Full benefits, anteed
salary of $110.00 to
wonderful opportunity, salary $135.00 per
week plus commisto $8,000.
sion. Write Box 3241, Murray,
TRAINEE
KY.
Need two men for air conditioning and refrigeration
SERVICES OFFERED
jobs. Group opportunity with
all benefits, excellent salary.
GIRL FRIDAY
Must have shorthand ... and
bookkeeping experience. Excellent working conditions,
good salary.
BAKER & BAKER
Employment Service
Mayfield. Ky. Ph. 247-1501

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- INTERESTED in large 4-bedMa JEEP, four wheel dri
ment. Phone 753-7850.
TIC room house with formal dining low mileage, hae two tops.
room, den with
THREE-ROOM furnished apart- baths, carpete fireplace, 24i 733-7860.
d throughout,
ment at 801 Waldrop Drive. For central heat
and air-condition- 1968 ROAD RUNNER, power
Information call 753-3264. TIC ing, kitchen
with dishwasher, steering and air conditioning.
NICE FURNISHED air eon& range, disposal, patio, two-car Phone 7512713 after 4:00 p.m.
timed apartments for college garage, paved drive, city school
J-10-C
district, thee you need to con1968 DATSUN 4-Door Station girls. Call 7534108 or 73341111 taM Roberta Realty mid
1969
VOLKS
WAGEN
Station
me this
'PC onei
Wagon, automatic shift, $1873.
Wagon. Automatic & air
Call 753-5532.
FLTRNI
SHXD
aptatmi
3-13-C
nate NMI
conditioning. Real nice.
Delimits roans for college 2011 EXTRA NICE 4-bedroom Span1967 DATSUN 4-Door
Call 7561:06 or 7534666. TIC ish Wesbern style house with 1961 THUNDERBIRD convertSedan.
2 baths, carpet, central beat and ible, factory air-conditioning.
A i r conditioner, n e w
FOUR-BEDROOM brick boon air, open court in center of All power, in good condition.
Urea.
Paneled den. New furnace. MN house, 2-car garage, fireplace. Alio 1957 Chevrolet. See at 201
area. $135.00 per month. 1000 If you are looking for some No. 8th St.
J-11-P
PANASONIC so/id state portable 1963 OLDSMOBILE F-85
4- Sharpe.
nice not like everyone 1964
tape recordmr. Two tape speeds.
Door Station Wagon. 347-64 Cell 73613117 or SW
PLYMOUTH, tw o door
6a
ITT elms house take a look at this hardtop, $495.00.
AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
Automatic and air conCell 733-7827
one. It is velment. POSKIWW0I1 With
103K Acceesocier, Dynamic rain
ditioner, lots of other HOUSE TRAILER, 10' i56', two deed.
J-15-P
mime with remote control
extras. Only 40,000 bedroom, air conditioned. 216 JUST LLSTED a very nice 3- 1960 CHEVROLET pick-up
swlich, microphone cue and
, real
miles from Murray. Phone 7183 bedroo
miles. Very clean.
m brick on Parklane sharp. Best offer or call 753hind belt, radio cord R. 3 inch
7856 or 759-6231.
J41-C Drive. Has electric heat and 3717.
1-12-C
reel and a sweetie eir phonn
Splicing tape and battetien 1963 VOLKSWAGEN. Clean. NICE FURNISHED house, close air-conditioning, Di baths, beautiful
drapes.
This
house
is only
to college, for seven girls. Has
local car.
Used one month, $40.00. Phone
two full baths. Must be 21 years 4 years old but looks like new,
753-3147 or 7534875 before
BARGAIN!!! Every Day Is
1964 CHRYSLER "300" 2-Dr. old. Phone 753-586
WANTED TO RENT
900 p. m.
5 or 753-5108. $22,000.
IYNC
"Sale" Day when you show peoON POPLAR Street we have a
Hardtop. All power and
TIC beautiful
GIRLS 24" bicycle, $10.00, Boys
3-bedroom tii-level PROFESSOR WITH' family, ar- ple Avon's Wonderful Range of
automatic.
FREE ESTIMATE
house
with
26" u.ser, $15.00. CJ 73341157.
2 bathe, carpeted, riving August 1, desires to rent cosmetics. Profit from your
THREE BEDROOM house with
1968 DATSUN Pickup, 26,000
drapes,
garage,
a deep shady lot three bedroom house. Photo ap- spare hours---Sell Avon. Call
living room, kitchen and bath
preciated. David S Payne, 220 quickly, collect after 7 p. m.,
miles. West Coast mirfor three college girls for sum- god hes approximately $8,000
BOYS CLOTH, 12 mid 14
balance on 5 1/4% GI low that Monmouth Ave., Durham, N.C. 365-9424, Mrs. Janet Kunick,
rors.
POOL
mer
or
fall
semeste
r.
All
slim. Girls cloth
27701.
is transferrable.
3-10-P or write Route 2, Box 136-A,
ities furnished. One block from
Pbone 753-151&
Princeton, Ky.
Nit-P 1985 CHEVELLE Malibu 6J-10-C
University. Call 753-4974 after ON N. 18TH Street we have a WANT to rent three room unCARD OF THANKS
very nice 2-bedroom frame
Passenger Station Wag
YORKSHIRE BOAR, 18 months
SALES
3:00 p.m.
MAN WANTED
1-11-P house with large living room furnished apartment, for widWe wish to express our thanks
on. Local car. only 32.old, also Tappan electric mega
ow woman, close to town. Phone To solicit accounts for Nation- to all our friends and neighbo
LARGE ROOM with reedgerab with dining area, kitchen, utilrs
000 miles. Clean.
Call 753-5887.
J-11-P
753-5221 after 4:30 p. in. 3-13-C al Collection Agency. No invest- of Hazel and CrossLand
for the
or, private bath. Also furnished ity, large shady lot and a 414%
ment- High coramisions plus bo- food and flowers
FHA loin, owner will transfer, WANTED to rent
following the
ARC BEAGLE puppies, $15.00 1966 CHEVY
apartments, including use
a three bed- nus Plan to men meeting our death of our
ll Nova Station
sister, Mrs. Joyce
each, pairs coating Ilkley leas,
play area, picnic table mid grilL payments $61.86 per month in- room house for college teacher. requirements
.
Age
Wagon.
no factor. Byrd.
Automatic, raCall 753-2820.
Washer and dryer available. All cludimg taxes and insurance. Contact Gene Garfield, Ever- Write Manage
J-114
r, Drawer 437, Also we wish to thank
dio, heater. Nice.
room and apartments are mod- WE HAVE a good 40 acre farm green Terrace 157-6, Carbon- Mentor
the
Ohio
,
44060.
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12' wide,
1-10-P Miller Funeral Home for their
ern and air conditioned. Zinn located 8 miles from Murray, dale, Illinois.
1963
INTERNATIONAL
.1-13-11
metal storage building, Palle.
kindness.
meran's Apartments, South 16th. with modern 5-bedroom house,
Scout. 4-wheel drive.
sidewalk, 7% keel can be as.
May God's blessings rest upon
several outbuildings, good land,
Phalle 753-6609.
J-104
'WANT
ED: Dictaphone typist each of you.
mined, 753-8380 after 5 p. m.
beautdul shady lot, owner will grITCHER
1962 VW. Local unit. Clean.
with Medical treminology exRECALLED
SPACE FOR one trailer, pri- consider trading for house and
Her sisters,
DETROIT (UPI)-- Tom Timperience. Will also be in Medvote, shady, reasonable, near lot in town.
Mrs. Toy Paschall,
1965
FORD
LTD
4-Dr. HardSIX MONTHS old AKC registerMurray. Call 753-1844 before WE HAVE two houses at Dex- merman, a right-handed mat ical Record Department. Apply
Mrs. Otis Darnel:,
top. Automatic, air coned Chihuahua, female, house
in
person
or,
at
the
has
Murray
been
-Callorecalle
d from
6:00 a. m. and after 4:00 p. a. ter priced at a bargain. If yogi
Mrs. Henry West,
brolum. Phone 753-8910. J41-C
ditioner. power.
Day time call 753-5312. J-154 are looking for a cheap home Toledo of the International way County Hamital between
Mrs. Marvin Jones and
the
hours
of
League
9:004:
00, Monday
by the Detroit Tigers.
Miss Mm-ell Orr.
until your dream boat comes
JUNE SPECIALS: Three wil.1%
through Friday.
APARTMENTS: one bedroom
1-23-C
Genuine Ford five foot Rotary
1TP
furnished. Two bedroom apart- An let us show you theme.
3 LOTS and approximately 6
cutbers, $400 each. Two used
ments uinfurrushed. C411 753- acres
Rotary Hoes, $150 each. Seven
of land in Kingswood
5079.
J-11 C Subdivision for only $6,000.
al good mowers. Billingtoo-Fon
,
see Tractor Company. Highway
TWO APARTMENTS on 304 paved street, city water. If
94 East.
J-11-C
North 4th Street. For informa- you're looking for an investtion call Mrs. George Hart, 753- ment take a look at
OPEN EVENINGS
10 MONTH old Avocado refrig3-bedroom brick
1602 or Gene Landoll 753-8175.
this.NICE on acre
erator with automatic ice
k.
lot, on paved road, electric
TIC
ell Like new. 16.5 cu. It. CO
Sycamore Street
beet, cerport. We have two to
753-8489.
J-11-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a- e.hocme from, one has one-half
Phone 753 7114
partment. For information call basement, one only 3 miles from
FARM BUREAU horn, also
753-3485.
.1-13C Murray, both priced at $18,500.
western saddle mud bridle. Call
753-3486 after 7:00 p. m. J-11-P
FURNISHED one and two bed- Yes they would carry a GI loan
room apartments, carpeted, air- with no down payment, only
25 BARRELS of corn in the
°auditi
oned, located 100 South closing cost.
ear. Call 753-1677.
J-11-C
SERVICES OFFERED
13th Street. Kelly's Peet Con- WE HAVE a large new 4-bedroom brick that owner will
HOUSE TRAILER for sale, 10' x SAWS FILED, lawn mowers
3.11-C trade for smaller house.
If you
50'. Call 753-6231 OT 753-7836. maII appliances repaire and
d and TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart want a larger house but need
yard tools sharpened. 512 K ment, central
beat and air. Call to sell your smaller one find,
South 12h Street. Phone 730. 7534640 after
5:00 p. m. 3-11-C why not kill two birds with OWO
6067.
CRUSHED STONE and sant
June-26C
stone, trade.
TWO-BEDROOM apartment, tur- WE HAVE a 3-bedroom brick
Call, we deliver one ton or
n-00E
SANDI
NG mid BO& nished or unfurnished. Wall-to- on Ryan Ave., that
1,000. Fred Gardner 753-6319
is now bewww end o/d flown work wall carpeting„ central air eon91-1TC guarant
ing redecorated. Hasiarge dem
eed, 311 yeses exparisson ditioning. Call
753-866
1
days, nice shady lawn, electric heat,
19" PORTABLE tientaion, in John Taylor, Mingo, Kentucky, 753-4331 night.
air-conditioned. Be looking it
excellent condition, $75.00. Route 2, 420W phone 376-33111
juiloac THREE ROOM furnished du- will be ready soon, immediate
Please cell 753.24152 or 753-6399.
plex. Collage couple welcome, possession.
J-12-C
WE HAVE lots of lots for sale
$65.00. Call 7534199.
TIC located in almost
ORNAMENTAL Iron Works. All
ever section
MAULING
revel Dirt and White Reek THREE-ROOM apartment, has of Murray, why nct buy the
equipment and stock. Located
private entrance and bath. Call lot for your dream home while,
In Weit Kyr city. Only $7500.00.
-Fast Servicethere's plenty to pick from.
753-8294.
Teems. Byerfinder, Sikeston, Mo.
Plume 7535108
WE NEED good listings. When
1TC
733-56611
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, extra you list your propert
y with RoTIC
nice, air conditioned. Also port- berts you have the
USED UPRIGHT Piano $100.00
service of
able TV for sate. Phone 753- 26 sales people
said mod range, $213.00. Call 753
through the
3895
or
753-348
3306 from 7 to 5.
2.
1-16-C
1-12-C multiple listing service.
-CARPENTRY: new or remodel60 GALLON aquarium and tro- bag. For free estimates call FURNLSHED apartment air- CALL RAY OR HOYT Roberts
at Roberts Realty for ell your
pical fish. After five p. m. call Hawley Bucy 492-8130.
ecinditimed- !gear unIveml
7534500.
.1-12.0
$75.00 per month: Ufkitilis fur- Real Estate needs or come be
PAINTING, exterior or inter142-C mid see us at 505 Mahi Street.
TWO GARRARD turn tables. ior, by the hour or job. Free nished. Call 753-4611.
We are always ready to talk
Or.e Gibson amplifier. One girls estimates. Phone 437-5681.
real estate.
1-12C
AUCTI
ON
GAM
bicycle. 1970 Maverick car. 1968
J-12-C
Fair:lane 500 station wagon with
AUCTION will be he' held at IN PANOR
AMA Shores, large
air. Phone 753-1407, after 4:00 WARINGOMITT Paint Company the Dungeon, corner el 4th
& lots with 10 x 50 mobile home,
p. m.
1-12-C Experienced house painters. Olive Streets, Murray, Ky. Anair conditioned. Phone 753-4758
Both interior and exterior. For tiques,
old model truck, many
EXTRA NICE Dune Buggy free estimate call 762-4964.
misc. items. We still need more
Phone 753-4514 after 4:00 P. m
J-12-C good clothes to sell at the HOUSE at 1314 Sycamore. Full
.1-12-P
thrift Corner. You may bring size basement. Lot100' x 136'.
BUSH-HOGGING, tree trimming clothes anytime after 5:00 Call 753-4804.
3-16-C
FOR SALE OR TRADE
=Id removing, setting meter p. an. on Wednesday, and FriTWENT
TWO LOTS on Blood River,
Y THREE weaning
base poles. Call 436-2460. 3-15-C day. Theme cloihes must be
753-4904.
valued at $1200.00. Consider
pig!.Cal
clean tagged indicating the size
pick-up or tractor equipment of WILL MOW YARDS, also will of the garment and the
price. NEW three-bedroom house, no
equal value as trade. Phone do all kinds of yard wcat. Phone These clothes will not be auccommissions-by owner, brick
436-5534
3-11-P tioned, but placed co a rack carpeted, nice neighbo
3.12-C 4354152.
rhood.;
for floor selling. In the very Call 753-4684.
SLINGERLAND
1-16-0
Blue
Pearl CARS WASHED end waxed at near future,
the
Thrift
Corner
drum set, complete with cyne your convenience, $5.00 Per car.
will
be
open
daily
/TOM
3:00
hals and other desirable equip- Call 753-6504 and ask for Bill.
NOTICE
p. m. until 7:00 p. an. For furmeat. Call 753-5763.
J-11-P ther informa
1-10-C
tion call Wayne succrRourx SALES & gar
LOFTY pile, free from soil is FIREMAN off duty wants yards Wilson,. auctioneer at 753-3263 ries, Box IIK Murray, Ky.,C.
the carpet cleaned with Blue to mow in the city of Murray or Jim Heisler, Manager at 753- IL Binders. Phone 362-34111
Luatre. Rent electric shampo Also will wash windows. Prices 9990, Murray, Ky..
3-11-C Lynavilk, Katucky.
oer $1. Western Auto, Home of reasonable. Phone 753-2242 or
Ause-111-C
AUCTI
ON
SALE:
Saturda
y,
June
"The Wishing Well".
1-11-C 13, 10:00 a.
3-10-C 753-8404.
m. at the late Gurtie BELTONE factory fresh bear,
Armstrong home, two blocks ins aid batteries for all make
IT'S trrific the way we're selling Blue Lustre to clean rugs WILL KEEP children * my east of the Baptist Church in hewing aids. Wallis Drugs.
and upholstery. Rent shamp- home, five days a Week, phone Hazel, Kentucky. Will sell a
H-1TC
ooer $1. Big K.
753-9471.
1-11-C small house of furniture, appliances and antiques. Some
CALL THIS number for panel- items are a Kelvinator refriger- BALDWEN PIANOS mid organs,
LOST & FOUND
ing, painting or general repairs ator, dinette suite, kitchen cab- rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies to purchase. Used !Pine
FOUND. A beautiful two-thirds Free estimates, 753-4684. J-16-C inet, old wash stand, spool leg pianos and
organs. Lonardo
grown collie. It has a large WILL DO bush-hogging by the center table, library table, Piano Compa
ny "Your Comwhite stripe around neck which hour or by the acre. Phone lamps, picture frames, lots of plete Music Store".
Paris an(
goes on down one leg. It has Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after dishes and china, old antique - Marten, Tennes
see.
11,1-12•C
Victrola, plays nice. 1959 Oldstuo white Legs with brown feet 400 p m
mobile 88. runs good. There are DANCE, Friday night
one brown foot, one white foot.
at The
His back is brown and black. FOR CUPPING and bush-hog- too many items to list separate- Dungeon. Under new managely
For
information call 492- ment, Jan Heisler. Featuri
The dog has a beaut
pleifu:Ad.
u ging call 753-9290 Satisfaction
ng
guaranteed, reasonable rates. 8454, Hazel or Otto Chester Ezra Brooks Band,
If this is your dog
435-5115
J.16-C AuctioneService 435-4242, Lynn
•
1-11-C
Admission142-C
Grove.-ITP
ROOF PROBLEM& We have the
solleer. Apply weer roof with
By. TS/anted Aaphalt Abe
millet for only 3 cents pee
mews foot. Seals old rein,
iteamide' awl reduces Week*
Megiewature * 15 degrees
.
Wears for yews. Ask about epee
cid 30 Sallee drum price
at
Hughes Paint &are
June-3SC
NEW SOFA mad matching
chair
seta, $100.00. New box spring
and mattress sots, $60.00. Glass
top tables. Phone 753-361
6.
TIC

New Datsun
Trade-Ins

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS
Central

Paving Co.

753-4199

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

EMMY GRANTS-Two of the
winners in this year's Television Academy Awards hold
their Emmies in Hollywood.
Patty Duke won the Outstanding Single Performance
by an actress, in -My Sweet
Charlie." Robert Young won
in the Leading Role Dramatic Series category as
-Marcus Welby, M.D."

Shoe laces figure in the fall
and wirileufashion scene. Only
what shoe laces!
They're
attached at the back of th.
shoe-at the counter of the hi-el
-and then are wrapped crit,scross fashion up the leg, tying
fore or aft, at the knee.
There are 91 federal district
courts.

f119111011Pren•,..
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SEEN & HEARD . . . I. Melton Marshall
(Continued From Paws 1)
Does not sound correct, but it is.

funeral Held Today

Today's
Stock Market

k

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

UK Graduation...
(Continued From Page 1)
available and to date 20 have
"availed themselves," with four

.44.x .411•••••••••••••••,•••

--rs,1.1%.• • -

tele

WEDNESDAY - JUNE 10. 1.1i7e
.
•

Joint Funeral
Is Planned For
Wreck Victims

The F

Funeral services for J. MelJoint funeral services for Rayaccepting the discipline outlhe
ton Marshall, retired Hazel banmond A. Murdock, 35, and his
and
office
16
his
by
ed
choosing
three
at
today
ker, were held
-year-old daughter, Sheltie Ann
to be heard by the university ju- 13
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
pm. at the Hazel Church of
Murdock, are scheduled toboard.
dicial
Christ with Bro. Henry Hargis opened mixed in moderate
day at 2 p.m. at Lone Oak
Hall said tnree students Rave Church of Christ. Jim Cannon
and Bro. Bill Johnson officiat- turnover today.
ing.
The luckluster performance formally requested that their will officiate and burial will be
Active pallbearers were A. of the market this week has hearings be postponed until a in Woodlavm Memorial Gardens.
W. Simmons, Jr., Joe B. Adams, touched off a belief among later time. He said their reFound • Crawfish hole the
Residents of 3201 Bement SL,
Paul Dunn, J. R. Taylor, Jack many analysts that it may quests have been forwarded to
other day and looked down in
Lone Oak, Mr. Murdock and his
Roach, Don Wells Marshall, continue to trade narrowly until the judicial board.
J.
it but did not see anything.
Ed Miller, Jr., and Bobby Lati- some motivating news appears. He added the university is daughter were killed Saturday
We know he was m there beaccident on
One analyst said that so far the considering action against seven night in a two-car
cause the mud was still wet mer.
Hickory
In Graves
near
45
whose
U.S.
-students
presence
on
non
logical
Honorary pallbearers were of- week's action is the
where he bad dug his hole. In
Sedalia,
Gann,
Kenneth
during
the
campus
County.
week
of
the
school they call them Crayfish, ficers and directors of the Bank aftermath of the wide price
May 1 through May 8 "contra- driver of the second vehicle,
but anybody nacres this is of Murray, Peoples Bank, and fluctuations of late May.
Shortly after the opening, the buted substantially to the un- also was killed.
wrong. They 'lire Crawfish.
Dees Bank of Hazel, and RobMr. Murdock's wife, Mrs.
UPI
Donald
marketwide indicator was rest and disruption that occurDr.
ert 0. Miller,
Shirley Murdock, remains critiReminds us of the kid who was Hughes, Dr. C. C. Lowry, Vern- off 0.13 per cent on 345 issues red."
The executive meeting was cally injured in a Mayfield hoslooking at his dad asleep on on Stubblefield, Sr., Con Mu. an the tape. Of these, 131
attended by 10 students includ- pital. Three other children Of
the couch. He kept saying some- stead, Calvin Key, Rev. B. R. declined and 118 gabled.
Teledyne gained ¼ to 18%, ing Student Body President the MurdOCks also were injurcd.
thing to his dad but got no re- Winchester, Rev. Jim Baker,
Thomas but Sears, Roebuck fell '4 to Steve Bright, of Danville, but
Anderson,
ply. Finally the kid opens one Claude
Memorial services were held
Ediso there were no disruptions. Monday night at Lone Oak Park
of his altra eyes with his fing- Scruggs, J. E. Littleton, Paul 58%, Consolidated
eau and exclaims "I knew you Dailey, Ira Morgan, Preston diPeed 'it to 23, while City Bright is currentlsemppealing his kr Mr. Murdock
members
were in there".
Perry, and L. J. Hill.
Investing moved ahead 'a to disorderly conduct conviction and friends of a girls' softball
from
resulted
his
which
partiInterment was in the Hazel 15%.
ream of the Chic League, which
The May Apples are big as golf Cemetery with the arrangeIn the oils, Occidental rose % cipation in the demonstrations. he managed, and for the girl,
the
students
However,
did
disbells now. The Wild Cherriee ments by the J. H. Churchill to 16%, with Jersey Standard
tribute a written statement from who was a member of the team.
we getting large but are still Funeral Home.
111) 'a to 54%. Phillips dipped "ie
Murdock had man aged the
the steering committee of the
green.
Mr. Marshall died Monday at to 25%.
and
two years.
graduate
team
professional
stuHuman beings wish for the ap- 11:30 am, at the Murray-CalloPenn Central, which has bees
proval of their fellow mein, have way County Hospital. He had granted federal assistance to dent association which chided
Pallbearers for Miss Murdock
a deep down desire to do things retired after 48 years service help bail it out of its financial the board for initiating judicial will be Kelly Don Hollowell,
for other people, would really with the Dees Bank of Hazel squeeze, edged up % to 14%. proceedings against those charg- Bruce Runge, Greg Buchanan,
ed from the demonstrations.
like to live good, clean decent He was a member of the MaKeith Duncan, Ricky Dunning
Among the electronics, Burlives, would prefer to have high sonic Lodge and of the Hazel
The statement said, in part, and Tim Doyle.
114% but
to
roughs
gained
¼
thoughts, long for friendship, Church of Christ.
RCA fell % to 22%, and Litton that the short period of time bePallbearers for Mr. Murdock
fellowship, yearn for bonds beSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. 1/2 to l9¼Memorex moved tween notification of students will be Max Tucker, James
tween themselves and others, Elizabeth Hall Marshall of Haand
involved
the
beginning of
last being human beings, they zel, and two brothers, F. R. and ahead % to 81 '/2 with Control the hearings was "inadequate to Winn, Stanley Duncan, Morris
IBM up
Young Jr., and
only mach wenn portion of J. Robert Marshall of Akron, Data up % to We, and
Prepare an adequate defense." Shelton, Frank
lk to 260/is
Robert Rankin.
these Wow-"Although
we
recognize
the
—01E0. In the chemicals, IJien
Friends may call at Roth Fuadministrative reasoning for the
Carbide (limed % to 32%, with
timing and manner in which the neral Home until noon when the
Eastman Kodak down % to
proceedings are being conduct- bedies will be taken to the
64%. Du Pont lost '4 to 118¼.
ed," the statement read, "We church.
think that any advantages will
be short-lived and in the long
term, will 'contribute only to an
atmosphere of mistrust and lack Wants motorists photographed
of confidence in the university
VICTORIA, B.C. (UPI)-A
judicial process."
proposal which would require
all British Columbia motorists
to have their pictures attached
to their drivers' licenses is beFRANKFORT, Ky. - The ining studied by the provincial
dependent Insurance Agents of
June 8, 1970
government.
Kentucky Inc. has donated $3000
Census
- Adults
71
Attorney-General Leslie Petto promote Gov. Louie B.
Census - Nursery
erson said the photographic
Nunn's two-month campaign 4.Newborn Adersissiesss
identification would eliminate
gainst drinking drivers.
Mrs. Sherry Knight and baby the police problem of a motorgirl, Box 191, Hazel; Baby girl
Arthur E. Beard, executive Langland (mother, Mrs. Janice ist driving with a borrowed
license while his own is under
director of the Traffic Safety Langland), Route 4, Murray.
suspension.
Coordinating Committee, in anDismissiels
nouncing the contribUtion said, Mrs. Janis Crider and baby
"This is the first organization
boy, 208 South 15th Street, Murto contribute funds for the cam- ray; Mrs. Donna Murdock and
paign, and we certainly hope baby boy, Route 7, Murray; Mrs.
that others will follow in their Elizabeth Marshall, Box 148,
footsteps."
Hazel; Mrs.. Ann Lassiter, Route
The money will be turned 4, Murray; Albert Knight,
Route
over to the Kentucky Press 1, Hardin; Harlan Black, Route
Assn. to pay for ads containing 1, Farmington; Kenneth Vales
Information about Kentucky's
19704-Code named 1970-F, a new comet (shown) was
tine, Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Implied consent law and the Mrs. Norma D. Darnall, Route
discovered by Carlos Bolellei, 28, an "observer" at the El
breathalyzer
in
several
newsToIolo Observatory near La Serena, Chile. It is the third
1, Almo; James Melton Marshall
MISS WISCONSIN
papers to publicize the cam- (Expired), Hazel; C. C. West
new comet discovered since December, and is described as
paign statewide.
being one of the most brilliant detected this century
(Expired), 908 South 16th Street,
Murray.
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Hewever this is not correct. I
think. I thank. I have thank.
Neither is stink, stank, stunk.
But drink, drank drunk is. A
person is fortunate to grow up
learning to speak English.
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Arm
Mun

Trying to read a
day.„jt was too
thrfth the top
glasses, and too
read through th
About all we cou
and guess what .

by

$3000 Donated By
Insurance A-ghat
For Road Campaign

Hospital Report

WHICH WAS FIRST, the tree or the rock, us what people around Woodruff, Wis., wonder.
The strange. lichen-like growth is at Carroll Lake.-

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market New
Service, June 10, 1970 Kentucky
Purchase Arm Hog Market Report Includes 10 Buying Statioss.
Receipts: Act. 541, Est. 725
Head, Barrows and Gilts Mostly 50 cents Higher; Sows, Steady to 25 cents Higher.
US 1-3 200-240 lbe $24.75-23.23:
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.25-24.75,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 423.75-24-25;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.25-23.75,
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $17.50-18.50,
A Few No. l's at $19.00
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $17.00-17.50:
US 2-3 450-650 lbs S16.50-17.00,
A Few No. 3'5 at ;16.00.
The word arithmetic is derived from a Greek word meaning number.
*

* *

The English lost less than
100 men htsthe battle with the
Spanish Arotada.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

%AMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard University President Nathan M. Pusey. during a baccalaureate address when he said leftist groups on American campuses are reviving the techniques of
Sen. Joseph McCarthy:
- "Today's critics go about their task in
me, hauntingly
familiar to an older generation. . . using the old means of distortion, accusation, guilt imputed by association and so on.: And
they thrive as people lend them credence."
WASHINGTON - Sen. George Murphy. R.-Calif,. commenting about the U.S. Cambodian offensive on his arrival from a
tour of Indochina:
"This has been the most important single military achievement of this whole unfortunate war."
WASHINGTON - A spokesman for the Fairchild-Hiller'Corp,
which is charging favoritism in the awarding by NASA of fizcon-;-•
tract to the General Elecrtic Co.:
"We were a pgymy battling a giant-and the referee gave all
the breaks to the giant."
WASHINGTON - AFL-CIO President George Meany. complaining the hard-won benefits of labor are being destroyed by
the erosion of environment:
"We have bargained for more vacation time only to arrive
at the vacation site and find the lake is dead, the fish are gone
and 'no swimming, polluted water' signs are posted."
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trying to keep a
the house. About
sow. The filter w
the bubbles had
coming from it. Wt
ed the filter, he snu
corner and eyed u

*peered out the bother day for Luckj
4pg so we could gi
Peak bones. Lucl
where in sight, 6
Squirrel in the bee
shook up at our hl
keaded for the Post

Igo were forted to e
alarm clock today.
that the one we hav
ad for some unknov
one time or anott
when we started to
tn,ght, the thing t
and it still had plez
ing left in it.

Whet breunht abou
decision to purcha
alarm clock is the I
Woke up this morr
start, knowing full
was past our gettir
The clock was set f

WITH THIS

COUPON

Swann's

Offer Expires June 16, MI
limn 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

Nabisco Toastettes
FULL LINE CANNING AND FREEZING
SUPPLIES

YIEABER

United Prime Inter

West Kentucky: I
dg and warm throt
with slight chance ol
thundershowers. His
mid 801 to low 90e
the mid 60s to low '
southerly 10-15 m
morning increasing to
mg the afternoon an(
ing tonight.
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We have two see,
Chain Trees that
well. Have them
out in the yard. NV
grow there all Si
this fall we'll fix
where they can gr
ed. These came fro:
the tree in the co
Clyde Steele put ou
ago.
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PRICE
WITHOUT
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Nice fellow to In
Taylor.

(continued on Pa

SQUASH
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BURGERS

However, as our um
it is better to ad
than not to.

we had to clean
Oscar's tank. He ir

GOVT INSPECTED

Sy CARL H. GRES
Written Especially for Centro/
Press and This Newspaper
RAILROAD BALLADS and
)uffa abound. Locomotive lyrics
literally race through the repertoire of American folk -songs.
All across the nation the few
engines from yesteryear are
III
:hugging back into action again.
Rust has been wiped away,
and the grandeur of the past
has been polished. Millions of
the younger generation who
have never heard the mournful
nis
wail of a steal?' engine --- are
clamoring to ride vintage trains.
The engines are' puffing and
of
through
scores
pulling
7.16
amusement parks and resort
areas, including national parks.
commercial
Although
no
••••••
steam engines have been built
in this country in almost 20
years, replicas of the mighty
behemoths are being made.
Steam never really left the Railroad buffs think of old-time choo-choos such as this when they recall the story
of Casey Jones.
scene.
• • •
rails is Casey Jones. He is one between .Chicago and New Or- Wita,bursts of speed well
over
of the most heralded heroes in leans daily were famous for 1100' MITia" an hour, he
made up
EACH summer tens of thousAmerican folklore
Jonathan their'speed. Casey was assigned Ian incredible -60 minutes
ands of tourists take the daytime.
Luther Jones was 13-years-old the 188-mile strip between
The 12-coach expre,
long ride through the•ipackies
before he saw a train. In 1876 Memphis and Canton, Miss., in most on time when
on Colorado's Durango, Rio
he and his family moved from early 1900. He was given a new his last scheduled stop it
P
Grsursde and Western Railroad.
the Missouri backwoods where engine. No. 382, a fast 10-wheel ant. He was delayed
five minThe Reader Railroad in the Arhe
was
born
to
Cayce,
Kentucky.
McQueen. Casey's fireman, Sim utes on a siding at
kansas Ozarks has hooked pasThe tracks ran near his home Webb, a powerful young Negro, while a freight pa Goodman
I ite
senger cars to its logging trains
Like almost all boys, he was came with him on the Cannon- started cruising at 7:'-7.5
to the delight of railroad buffs.
mph
because he was only ,wo
During the summer and au- stirred by the rhAtifii cir the ball run.
On April 29. 1900 at 9 p.m.. utest behind schedule
A, he
tumn, steam engines in Steam - railroad. He became obsessed
town, U.S.A. in Beliows Falls, With trains and aspired to be an Casey piloted Cannonball No. 2 swept around an "SI' arta.
Vt., haul hordes of passengers' engineer. Despite the urgings of north from Canton to Memphis. proaching Vaughn. yea :LehiS
through the countryside. In 4- his school teacher father, asey He wasn't slated to take No. 1 outlined the caboose of
state Pennsylvania, the Stras- quit school at 15 and weht to south until the next evening. shrouded freight on the tra(
burg Railroad operates a four work in the railyard helping to However, the engineer scheduled
cars.
to take No. 1 south that evening
"JUMP, Sim jum1.
and one-half mile run between load cattle
• • •
was sick. The Cannonball was yelled to the Volltlt:
East Strasburg and Paradise.
Sim broke a leg in thi,
AVMS six years of railroad- an hour late then.
The defunct line was bought by
"Do you want to double out. said tip until his de.,th
local buffs in 1$57. Last year ing. Casey was hired as an
the line, en* of .the oldest pas- engineer by the Illinois Cen- Casey?" someone called as he that neither he not
The c.r
the nation, tral.' He moved to Jackson, ,walked into the roundhouse. "If any flares
-maser runs
Tenn. Today, the white frame I can use my engine," he stud. sliced through the
thrilled over 200000 riders.
•
•
•
siwelling houses the Casey Jones When the southbound express splintered &urn(
Museum.
Collect into the dept and the bales and lumber
MANY of the resurrected
' engine switch was niade, the int() a third loaded ,
several
railroad
-had
-The
have
whistle-stops
railroads
corn.
decided train was 95 minutes late
depots. Brass lamps and plush John Jones so it was
Casey died fl-tact I-.
•
•
•
Jonathan
was
to
be
seats reflect- the era,, when young
passenger was hull • if
Charles
Jones.
'Casey',"
"WE'LL have a tough time still clutehed the
steam was the only transporta- called
living son of the legend. getting to Canton on time,"
tion link to the coasts. The ap- the only
whivpoorwill schist].
nickname
father's
his
of
Casey told Sim irs he rumbled
pointments help, but the real said
The mow nfal sf,
picked
because
name
was
The
the 10-wheeler into the early . the saga of one 411. •,,
nostalgibi is the canopy of steam
Ca.y..e.
coming'
from
Casey's
morning mist It was.12:50 alai her:lifted /14.444v,.
spewing into the sky, and the ' of
Ky
On the 102-mile stretch into history To huff
thrill or rem power _shoving
is
The Illinois Centrats Cannon-„Grenada. Minn. cagey *Fos-: more than
Massive p4110,1,11.
11,
which
shuttled
Expresses
balled
the
-giant
locomotive.
ball
the
era.
of
saint"
patron
The -
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vantages of advan
also find we have
head a little to on
people talk. We ,
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find that we are
cern what they a

Went home to luz
and Were we did ,
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Casey Jones: The Man and the Ballad Honoring Him

We run into this
trouble at the gro
read the labels o
shelf. Naturally Wi
to the cans to loo
top part of our I
see through the 1
glasses we have t
stick the bottom
forward, tilt our
try to see throug
part.
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Extended weather
Saturday through Ma
Chance of showers
tion Monday continuo
mild through Monday
the upper Ms to low
601 east to low 701

KENTUCKY LAKE
Kentucky Lake ele
measured by Tennesi
Authority at 7 a.m. I
tag with predictions tc
tonight.
Scott Fitzhugh 358.1
Eggners Ferry 358E
Kentucky MW 358.9
Kentucky TW 306.3
Sunset today, 41:9
Friday, 5:26.

